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Report synopsis

Thereal value of investmentsin information technology

will derive from the people

whoare employed to provide systems services. At presen
t, however, there are shortages

of people with the skills that have traditionally been

regarded asessential to provide

suchservices, and these shortagesare likely to becom
e even more

particularly asthe role of the systems function becom
conventional approach ofpaying higher salaries does

acutein the future,

es more business-oriented. The

not reduce staff turnover. Systems
directors must therefore seek to minimise the incon
venience caused by the skills
shorta

ge and the consequent high rates of staff turno
ver by adopting alternative
methodsofstaffing the systems function and creati
ng a working environment in which
staff are encouraged to builda long-term career
. The report provides guidance on how
systems directors canfulfill this critical manag
ement obligation.

Chapter 1

Understanding the importance
of staffing issues
For most Foundation members, information
technology (IT) has become the backbone of
business operations, and the success of their
businesses is becoming increasingly dependent
on the quality of their information systems. It
is, however, unlikely that business success will
ever depend entirely on investments in technology. On its own, the technology can dolittle
more than sustain an operation. The real value
of the investment in IT will derive from the
people who are employed to provide systems
services.

The effects of staff shortages are
potentially destabilising
The problem is that because the use of IT is
growing at such a consistently high rate, and
because the speed of technological change
is unprecedented, there will continue to be
shortages of skilled staff. Since the business

and technological environments are likely to

continue to change, these shortages will
undoubtedly persist. The current shortages
seem to be most pronounced in the areas of

networking and fourth-generation software
technology; in the future, the shortages may

shift to other areas. Employers have not been
enthusiastic about training peopleto fill the gaps
becauseof the high costs involved and the fear
of subsequent staff losses. This situation is
illustrated overleaf in Figure 1.1. In the future,
demographic changes will tend to make the
problem even more acute.

The problemsthat staff shortages are creating
for the systems manager are compounded by the
growing trend for information systems to be
moreclosely aligned with the business that they
support. This trend has two quite dramatic
implications for staffing the systems function.
(We use the word function deliberately here,
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because webelieve that providing an information systems service for an organisation is no
longer primarily the responsibility of the
systems department; business units are taking
more and more responsibility themselves, and
it is appropriate that they should do so.)
Thefirst of these staffing implicationsis that
it is becoming moredifficult to plan to have the
right numbers of staff in place to support the
business. At the present time, when dramatic

structural changes are affecting the business
community
as a result of growth or contrac-

tion, globalisation, mergers and acquisitions, and
privatisation or denationalisation of state
enterprises
the effects on staffing can be

quite profound and are notoriously difficult to
predict. No industry is immune to such changes.

The second is that the mix of skills that has
served the systems department well in the past
is no longer appropriate. In support of the
objective of providing a better service to the
business, many organisations have devolved
large numbersof systemsstaff to business units.
Not only doesthis provide greaterflexibility, but
it enables the local systems managerto get closer
to business managers and to understand their
needs. The objective of offering the business a
better service also implies a far greater need
among systems staff for highly developed
business and interpersonal skills. At the same
time, advancesin technology have reduced the
need for technical skills. While the need for
technical skills will never disappear, the systems
function will, in the future, need to be as strong
in businessskills as it has traditionally been in
technical skills.
Devolution of systemsskills works well for some
organisations, but not for others. There are
numerousinstances of markedly increased rates
of staff turnover immediately after such a

Chapter 1

Figure 1.1

Understanding the importance ofstaffing issues

The skills shortage will last as technology continues
to change and the demand for skills increases

New technologies:
New skills needed to

=

apply the technology
==
Saas
e

Highinitial demandforskills

Growing markets:
Moreskilled staff

neededto fuel growth

Limited amount of
training owing to the high
cost and fear of losses
See

Limited availability of

trainee posts;
experienced staff preferred
==

Skill
shortages

High staff turnover, Creating a
disincentive to provide training

(Source: Virgo, P. The IT skills crisis: a Prescr
iption for action. Manchester: NCC Publications
, 1987 )

re-organisation has taken place. While this
is

perhaps to be expected in the shor
t term,
becauseof the uncertainty and confusio
n that
reorganisation creates, it will tend
to continue

in the longer term ifstaff perceive their
career

opportunities to be limited to the dece
ntralised
unit in which they currently work.

Staff-turnover rates amongst syst
emsstaff are
very high as a result of the
severe skills
shortage. One very damaging cons
equenceis

that the real cost of staffing the syst
ems

functionis likely to increase. Evid
ence for this
is provided by the Butler Cox
Productivity
Enhancement Programme (PEP),
which now
has a database containing details
of several
hundred development projects. Anal
ysis shows
that the Productivity Index (a meas
ure of the
internal productivity achieved by
a development team in producing applications
) averages
16 for those development departme
nts witha
staff turnover of less than 20 per cent
, falling
to 14 for those development departme
nts with
a staff turnover greater than 20 perc
ent. The

difference is great because the inde
x is

measured on a non-linear scale ; for
the average
PEPproject of some 70,000 lines
of code, the

value of this difference is about $250,000
. When

the cost of recruitment is added to
this, the

effect of turnover on the cost of staf
fing the

systems function can be seen to
increase the
true cost of staffing very significan
tly.

The common response
to pay higher and
highersalariesin an effort to attract
and retain

staff is not a long-term solution. The
time has
come for senior managers to acceptth
e fact that
staffing issues deserve, and indeed,
warrant

urgentattention. If managersfail
to recognise
this, staffing problems will begi
n to affect the
stability of businesses, which are
becoming more
and more dependent on the supp
ort provided
by their information systems.

Systems Management is still
too
preoccupied with technolog
y

Computersuppliers are fond of poin

ting outthat

the falling cost of hardware
supports the case
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Chapter 1

Understanding the importance of staffing issues

for greater investments in technology at the

expense of humanresources, which are depicted as an ever-rising cost. Their argument is
misleading. Our research indicates that the
proportion of the systems budget devoted to
staff has stayed at around 40 percent in Europe

and the United States for the last few years.
Expenditure on computer hardware represents
asimilar proportion of the total systems budget,
but attracts a far greater proportion of management attention in most companies.

This management preoccupation with tech-

nology, at the expense of staffing issues, is
having an impact on the effectiveness of the

Research carried out by Professor Robert

Zawacki, a human-resources consultant, in
which he asked systemsstaff to comment on the
attributes required to be an effective manager,
revealed that effective managers need have
only an averagelevelof technical skill but are
expected to be above averagein interpersonal
and management skills. Figure 1.2 summarises

the results of his research. Yet, becauseof their

backgrounds, most systems managers main
objective is to keep up to date with the
technology. Managers with this technical bias
are failing to meet the needsof their staff.

systems function andis putting the credibility

Figure 1.2

one of the systems directors who participated
in that study. His wordsare entirely relevant
here, too. He told us, It is quite impossible to

Competence

are too many and too varied. You have to be
technically aware, good at handling and
managing staff, sound on general management
and financial control
andfinally, good at sales
and marketing. No-one has all those attributes.
For the purposesof this report, this quotation
highlights two points. First, the speaker men-

Setting goal:
autonomy

of the systems department at risk in many

organisations. We began Report 66, Marketing
the Systems Department, with a quotation from

be a good systemsdirector. The skills required

tions the need to be good at managingstaff, but

second, and perhapsof greater significance, he
talks about the ability to handle staff after the

need to be technically aware. This is an increasingly inappropriate, although not uncommon,
allocation of priorities.

Traditionally, systems managers have been
promoted into their positions on the basis of
their technical skills, rather than their manage-

mentskills. Often, they look for job satisfaction
in technical areas; they consider managingstaff
to be a less pressing need. Our research has
indicated, however, that a management concern

for the needsofstaff is likely to be the most

critical factor in successfully staffing the sys-

tems function. In their classic book, In Search

of Excellence, Thomas Peters and Robert
Waterman found that, in most successful companies, the organisation was people-oriented .
Managersin these organisations were promoted
on the basis of their ability to manage and

motivate people. In less successful companies,
the overriding concern of management was with
capital investment and the production process.
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Systems personnel do not consider
technical skills a high priority for
an effective manager

Feedbackskills

Effective in working at internal
and external pay equity

Giving staff a sense of
involvement

Providing for career
development

Providing an effective
role model
Negotiation and

consulting skills

Low

Medium
Priority

High

(Source: Zawacki, RA. How to keep eagles: can you hold on
to

the

best

programmers

on

your

Computerworld, 27 July 1987, pp. 51-57.)

staff?
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Staff planning must become an
urgent managementpriority
There is a body of opinion that maintains that

all planning in the context of staffing the
systems function is fruitless, because the

demands placed onit are constantly changing,
and there is no way of knowing what opportunities will be available for career develop-

ment. We subscribe to neither of these views.

There is ample evidence to show that planning

does help organisations to cope with change.

The problem lies in the fact that systems

managersare taking too short-term a view. The
responses to the questionnaire distributed at

the beginning of the research for this report
showed clearly that Foundation members are
having difficulty recruiting systems staff (see
Figure 1.3). Their main preoccupationsare the
short-term issues of attracting and keeping
staff. These are, however, symptomsofa larger
problem. Such are the pressures on most
membersto deliver services that very few have
undertaken any longer-term assessment of their
staffing needs. One systems manager
told us
that he gavelittle priority to managing
staff
Figure 1.3.

The greatest difficulty that Foundation
membershavein recruiting systemsstaff
is the shortage of skilled people

Causeofdifficulty

There is a shortage of
people with the NCCeSSary
skills or experience

es

It is difficult to get
applicants to respond to
advertisements

There are budgetary or
headcount constraints

d

\tis difficult to select good
Staff from among the
applicants
It is difficult to persuade
people to accept job offers

es

0

10
20
30
40
Percentage of respondents
quoting cause as the most
significant reason for
difficulties with recruitment

(Source: Butler Cox survey of Found
ation members)

EEEEEELSSSSS

because hefelt that he could play only
a very

limited role. He believed that the culture of
his
organisation was working against him,
and he
found it very difficult to encourage the
right

staff to join. He could not pay them
enough,
their career prospects were limited,
and if they

did make a commitment to join, they were

unlikely to stay. His annual staff turno
verrate
was more than 30 per cent.

By taking such a short-term approach
, systems

Managers are condemning themselv
es to

searching continually for fully expe
rienced
staff, who can be put to work imme
diately in
order to preserve the integrity of the
softwaredevelopmentplan. In sucha situation,
they will
be restricting themselves to a limited
source of
potential recruits, and their staff turn
over rates
will remain unacceptably high. Syst
ems managers must seek to minimise the inco
nvenience
caused by the shortage of skills and
the high
rates of staff turnover by adopting
alternative
methodsof staffing the systems func
tion, and
by providing a working environment
in which
staff are encouraged to build a care
er. Business
changes do not make this any easier, but
neither
are they a reason to neglect this
critical management responsibility. Taking a long
er-term
view ofstaffing issues will demand a
great deal
of management time and commitme
nt, but the

investment will be justified if staff
who are

suited to the new demands being
made of the
systems function can be recruited and
retained.

Purpose and structure of
the report

This Foundation Report does not cove
r a novel

subject, as many have done. It
addresses a
subject that has been widely discusse
d for many
years, but that is now of critical
concern to

systems managers. Staffing issues have
been

mentioned in several recent
Foundation
Reports, notably Report 65, Netw
ork Management, Report 66, Marketing
the Systems
Department, and Report 69, Soft
ware Strategy.
This is thefirst time, however,
that we have
devoted a full Foundation Report
to the subject.

Its purpose is to help system
s directors
understand better whythey hav
e recruitment
problems and what practical steps
they can take

to prepare for the more demandin
grole that the
systems function will be requ
ired to play in the
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Understanding the importance of staffing issues

as one Foundation member putit, the
to have the right numbersofstaff, in

newrelationship also implies the need for a

are no universal solutions to the problems of

In view of the shortage of skilled systemsstaff,

circumstances, on needs, and on the nature of
the organisation. In this report, we have drawn
on the experience of businesses that have

implies, systems managers will need to seek
recruits to the systems function from a broader

future
aim is

the right jobs, at the right time, doing the right
work in the mostcost-effective manner . There

staffing the systems function. Much depends on

assisted in the research, with a view to providing insights into best practice in staffing the

systems function. The research team and the
scope of the research carried out for this report
are described in Figure 1.4.

In its future role, the systems department will
have a very different relationship with the
business functions from the one that has been
commonin the past. As the business functions
become equippedto provide manyof their own
requirements, the systems departmentwill take

on new roles. We discuss both this new

relationship and the implications for the roles
that each partnerplaysin it, in Chapter 2. The
Figure 1.4

Research team and scope of the report

This report is based on an extensive programme of
research carried out by Butler Cox. We received 125
responses to the questionnaire sent out to Foundation
members at the beginning of 1989. They provided a
substantial amount of information about the problems
and concerns of members, who together employed
some 50,000 systemsstaff. The responses to the
questionnaires led us to seek the views, opinions, and
experiences of 50 organisations through a series of
structured interviews and research workshopsthat were
held throughout Europe and Australia.

Wealso sought the opinions of specialists in the field of
staffing
recruitment companies, academics, training
specialists, selection specialists, and human-resources

practitioners. Published material was also a rich source
of information. As well as the wealth ofstatistical
information that is available on demographic trends,

there is hardly a journal or newspaperthat does not
have something to say about staffing, and we have
drawn heavily on this source of empirical evidence in
seeking out best practice. A bibliography of the material
wereferred to is included at the end of the report. We
also drew on the experience gained from Butler Cox s
consultancy work, particularly in the area of systems
and organisational strategy work.
The research was led by Graham Otter and
Daphne Leggetter, both senior consultants with
Butler Cox in London. They were assisted by
Chris Woodward, also a senior consultant in London,
and the Foundation managers throughout Europe and
Australia. A notable contribution was made by
John Cooper in Australia, who wascarrying out
consulting workin the staffing field during the period
of the research for this report.
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more systematic approachto staff planning in
the systems department.

and of the need for a changing mix ofskills that
the changed relationship with the business

base than they have traditionally relied upon.
In Chapter 3, we suggest how they might extend
their recruitment base. However, identifying
new sourcesof staff does not guarantee that the

right staff are selected. We demonstrate the

merit of taking a marketing approach to
recruitment, and making use of established
methods to improve the selection process.
In Chapter4, we consider the management and
motivation of the staff who have beenselected.
We show how goal-setting and feedback
techniques are essential, both to systemsstaff,
and to managers with responsibility for optimising performance, andillustrate the improvements in performance that can be encouraged
by the proper use of performance-related
payment systems. This chapter also contains
guidelines on instituting effective careerdevelopment and training programmes, which
will be essential as the career opportunities for
systems staff become more business- and
management-oriented.

There are other options open to systems
managers faced with the task of staffing their
departments to provide an adequate andtimely
service to the business. They may usefully plan
to complement in-house staff with external
service providers. We describe the types of
service providers available in Chapter 5, suggest
whenit might be appropriate to use them, and

examine the implications for in-housestaff.

These practical guidelines for staffing the
systems function can be successfully put into
practice only in a working environment which

is conducive to advancement and innovation.

Such an environmentdependsto a large extent
on organisational planning and management
style. Chapter 6 is concerned with the move

away from the traditional, technical manage-

mentorientation to a focus on people. This will

provide businesses with the advantage they

need to recruit good systemsstaff in a labour
market that is becoming more and more
competitive.

Chapter 2

Defining staff skills and numbers

The increasing demand for new systemsin most
organisations meansthatit is crucially important
for the systems department to predict
accurately the types and numbers ofstaff that
will be required. In this chapter, we describe
the skills that are appropriate to today s systems
department and suggest a procedure that has
proved very successful in predicting staff
numbers.

One of the major problems facing syste
ms
directors todayis that the role of the syste
ms
department is changing, and users are takin
g on
responsibilities that traditionally belonged to
the
systems department. As a result, there is a
need
to clarify the respective roles of the syste
ms
department and system users. Defining the
roles
in terms of a partnership, in which the respo
nsibilities of each partner are understood
, will
place an organisation in a strong posit
ion to
exploit the opportunities provided
by information technology. One implication of
the new
role of the systems department is that
systems
staff have to be equipped with diffe
rent skills.
Increasingly, non-technical skills are
required,

even in the more technical jobs such as
systems

maintenance, so that systems staff
can communicate effectively with syste
m users and
understand the business context
in which

computer systems are operating.

Predicting the numberof staff
that will be
required in six months or a year
s time is not
easy. However, it is increasingly impo
rtant that
such forecasts are made because,
as the results
of our survey showed, most Foun
dation members are having difficulty recruiti
ng systems
staff. Linking the process to the
business- and
systems-planning cycles should enab
le systems
directors to make reasonably conf
ident estimatesfor the next three years. This will
allow
them to make informed decisions abou
t the best

way of staffing the systems function to
meet

future requirements, through the opti
mum mix
of planned recruitment campaigns, train
ing of
existing staff, or use of external
services
suppliers.

Control is devolving from
systems staff to users

One of the main managementissues now
facing
systemsdirectors in many organisati
ons is the

increasing willingness and ability of syst
em

users to accept responsibility for deve
loping
application systems and operating the
hardware
on which the applications run. Most
Foundation

members consulted during our research
re-

ported an increasing involvementof
userstaff
and an increase in information tech
nology
literacy , a trend which they expect to
continue.
This shift in the responsibility for
managing
software and hardware has been enco
uraged by
developments in the technology
(such as
cheaper hardware, the developmento
f telecommunications, and the widespread intr
oduction
of personal computers), which have
made local
processing possible. A recent European
survey
showed, for example, that the numbero
f work-

stations had increased from one for ever
y six
white-collar employeesin 1985, to one
for every

three employees in 1988. During the
same

period, the increased availability of
commercial
software packages and fourth-g
eneration
languages has made it easier
for users to
implement, develop, and runtheir
own systems.

Responsibility for developing comp
uter systems
has, in fact, never been the sole
responsibility
of computer specialists . For up
to a decade

now, smaller companies have been
installing
and running their own minicomp
uter- and

microcomputer-based business

systems without

having to employ dedicated syst
ems staff. A

good example ofthis is IGIRS (a
French pensions
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Defining staff skills and numbers

company with 230 employees), which has never
had an established systems department. This

systems began to increase effectiveness by

system users have had to acquire the development tools and applications knowledge them-

autonomy, particularly in its control of
resources, but user input was increasingly
sought to define requirements and ensure
that systems were introduced effectively.
The skills required by the systems department were still predominantly technical,
and the main career-development paths

company uses minicomputers, and the 170
selves. IGIRS describes itself as

a very

computer-literate company, whose mission is to
have users who are also [T-informaticians .

Today, however, even organisations with a large
systems department

are

finding

that

the

traditional role of the department is changing.

To put the changes into context, we have

enhancing the scope of jobs. The systems
department still retained some degree of

related to the core technical work

classified the evolution of the systems department s responsibility for providing information

systems to users into four stages: efficiency,
effectiveness,

competitiveness,

and

infra-

structure. The characteristics of each are listed
in Figure 2.1, and they are described below:

designing, developing, and running systems.

The competitiveness stage: During the 1980s,

the extension of networking to link external
customers and suppliers to the organisation
began to change the way businesses operate,
and the availability of cheap personal
computers, commercial software packages,

and fourth-generation languages gave users

use the printed outputs.

the tools to build systems for themselves.
Systems becameincreasingly important in
making new ways of operating possible,
rather than in supporting existing ways of
operating. The systems department s role
has become largely one of coordinating the
individual initiatives to ensure that they
remain compatible, so that applications can
be integrated in the future. The skills
required are increasingly non-technical,
with business knowledgeand interpersonal
skills becoming important. Career moves
between business and systems departments
are becoming more common.

the introduction of minicomputers and

of evolution in the 1990s will see an in-

The efficiency stage: In the 1960s, business
systems were run on mainframes, networking did not exist, and the main role of
systems was to speed up clerical tasks. The
systems department was autonomous, with

complete control over all computer hard-

ware, software, and resources. The main
skills required by systems professionals were
in applications development and systems
programming, and there was virtually no
opportunity for career advancement outside
the department. The role of the users was
confined to preparing data and learning to

The effectiveness stage: During the 1970s,

internal networking gaveusers direct access

to information held on computers. Computer
Figure 2.1

The infrastructure stage: The next stage

crease in intercomputer networkingto link
separately developed software systems, and

The systems department s responsibility for providing systems has evolved through four stages
1960s:
Efficiency stage

1980s:
Competitiveness stage

1970s:

Effectiveness stage

Technology
advance

Business mainframes
No networking

Personal computers
External networking

Skills

Technical

Hybrid

Careers

Limited

Role

Autonomous
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so enable integrated corporate-wide systems

to be implemented. The emerging pattern

in large corporations is a combination of
distributed processing with access to central
databases, and a critical dependence on

networks. Therole of the systems depart-

ment will evolve to becomea partnership
with users to exploit these opportunities.

The skills required will no longer be predominantly technical, and career oppor-

tunities for systems and userstaff will be
increasingly interchangeable.

Even in businesses with a high level of par-

ticipation by users in the systems development
process, however, systems development responsibilities have not devolved entirely to

users.

In the first Foundation Directors

Briefing, Managing Information Systems in a
Decentralised Business, published in March
1989, weclassified the responsibilities of the
systems departmentinto four categories, which
are reproduced in Figure 2.2. Our research has
shown that devolution is taking place in the
Figure 2.2

The responsibilities of the systems
function can beclassified in four
categories

Delivering head office services

Providing systems for head office

Providing group-wide networking
Making central bureau services available
Organising central purchasing of equipment

Developing systems shared by businessunits
Watching trendsin information technology

Setting strategy, policy, and standards"
Integrating information systems and business-unit
planning
Monitoring competitors use ofinformation techno
logy
Maintaining a strategy for information technology
Defining technical architectures
Defining standards and interfaces
Defining policies and methods
Reviewing systems development plans
Auditing quality and security
Developing staff
Building management awarenessof information
technology
Promot

ing and catalysing the use ofinformati
on technology

Training staff in the use ofinformation techno
logy
Recruiting and developing information system
sstaff

Developing and operating business-unit syste
ms
Budgeting and planning
Designing and implementing systems in accor
dance with
policy and standards
Buying and operating hardware and software
Maintaining systems
Providing support for end users

ee

third category, developing staff, and in the
fourth, developing and operating business-unit

systems. This distinction is important, because
it provides a framework for clarifying the

changing roles and responsibilities of staff
involved with the systems function.

Changing roles and responsibilities
should beclarified

There is evidence to suggest that, where it
is
happening, devolution does not always
take

place in a controlled way. One member

described grey areas of responsibility
and
informal understandings between the syste
ms
department and users. Another told us
that

devolution in his organisation had gonetoo far

and he wantedtostart reversing the proce
ss.

A director of IBM France saw the distribution
and division of responsibility between user

management and systems Management
as a
significant problem area. Clearly, there is a
need
to create a formal Management structure
to
enable a productive working partnershi
p to

emerge.

A useful model to adopt is to divide systems
into

twotypes, core and non-core applicatio
ns. In
Report 69, Software Strategy, publishe
d in
May1989, we defined core applications
as those
that are essential to the day-to-day opera
tion
of the business. In general, they maintain
and
update the common corporate databases,
and
often provide a base for subsequent applicatio
ns
to use. Non-core applications, on the
other

hand, while they may be essential to run
the

business efficiently, are specific toa parti
cular

business unit and do not normally affect
the

day-to-day operations of other departme
nts.
The software itself does not form a
building
block for other departments
applications.
Figure 2.3 illustrates this distinctio
n.

Clearly,

skilled technicians are needed to

develop core systems, which exploit data
base
technology and commonly process
high

volumes, if they are to be develope
d and run
efficiently. The systems department
can also
ensure that these applications are
designed as

part of a coherent software infrastruc
ture so

that they will be compatible. Deve
lopment of
non-core applications, where
processing

efficiency is usually less important than
business

effectiveness, can be controlled by
users, either
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py exploiting the facilities provided by fourthgeneration languages or commercial packages,
or by calling on the services of the systems

department.

The roles and responsibilities of all staff

involved with the systems function can now be
clarified, using the categories of responsibility

illustrated in Figure 2.2. The central systems
department should continue to be responsible

for delivering head-office services, which
includes development of core applications, and
for setting strategy, policy, and standards. Its
overriding responsibility should be to formulate

and implement technical and software policies

to ensure that the infrastructure stage of the
1990s will be able to progress, unhindered by
technical incompatibility between the distri-

buted software or hardware resources. The

responsibility for developing staff divides
naturally between the systems department and
users, with user managers taking the lead in
promoting the use of information technology
and ensuring that staff are trained in its use.
The responsibility for developing and operating

Some organisations are already beginning to
allocate systems responsibilities in the way

shown in Figure 2.4. Ciba-Geigy, the international pharmaceutical company, for example,

has a department entitled end user services ,
which is an information centre charged with
promoting communality or being partnered
with the user . A division of IBM France has set
up a loosely structured department called the
Methods and Projects Department. The department has a dual purpose: at the professional
level, it promotes an awarenessof the functions
and missions of management; at the information

systems level, it ensures that staff have
experience in information technology. User

managementis responsible for the definition,
feasibility, introduction, and management of
projects and applications to suit their own
requirements.

Changing roles will have an impact
on theskills required

devolved almost entirely to system users, with
technical and development support being provided, as required, by the systems department.

Most Foundation members recognise that the
changingroles of the systems department and
system users will have an impact on the types
of skills required. In particular, there is an
increasing need for systems departmentstaff to

trated in Figure 2.4, explicitly recognises the

chemical company, actively encourages the

the non-core business-unit systems can be

This division of responsibilities, whichis illus-

increasingability ofusers to take responsibility
for providing their own computing needs.
Figure 2.3

There is a clear distinction between core
and non-core applications
Core
applications

Driven by: Technology
Developed by:

Justified by:

Non-core
applications

c Business :
objectives

have business knowledge . Henkel, a German

development of business knowledge for all

employees. The company describes the process
as training staff so that
they can play on the
Henkel piano . British Airways has recently
redefined its specification for systems recruits
to include technical ability, analytical ability,
leadership/supervisory ability, and business
Figure 2.4

Different types of systems responsibilities

should be allocated differently

Experts

Businessrisk

Retail bank

ATM system

Manufacturer

Processcontrol

services

Customerbilling

Developingstaff

Retailer

Distribution
company

Publicutility

Point-of-sale
system

Responsibility

Order processing/
stock control

Setting strategy, policy,
and standards

Insurance company Policy database
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Delivering head office

Developing and operating
business-unit systems
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trendsin information technology. The
development-support role is concerned primaril
y with
developing and maintaining systems
for head
office, making central bureau services
available,

awareness. Organisations in both France and the

Netherlands now recruit staff from higher-

education courses, with an equal knowledge of
information technology and business.

developing core systems, and audi
ting quality
andsecurity. Business support incl
udes end-user
computing and office technology.
Business services is an emerging role in some
large organi-

Although these are examples of an encouraging

trend, most advertisementsfor systemsstaffstill
specify that applicants must have experience
with a programming language, a particular

sations, and is concerned with inte
grating

database, or a fourth-generation language. Peter
Keen, director of the Washington-based Inter-

systemsand business-unit planning
. Figure 2.5
illustrates the broad types of skills
that we have
identified as appropriate for each
of the four
roles.

national Center for Information Technology,

believes that this derives from the time when

a

system

professional s work

and career

development were based on tasks, rather than
on roles. He describes a task as what people

Theskills required in the technical-se
rvices role

dependlargely on the wayin whic
h the technology is developing. Some traditio
nal technical
skills, such as computer operating,
are becoming

do, and a role as how they operate. Taskorientation has led systems departments
to
concentrate on the types of technical
skills
needed to perform jobs such as programming.
In contrast, he explains, recognising the
wider
roles now evolving helps to identify the new
sets
of skills required.

less important as mainframe operatin
g systems

become more sophisticated and mini
computers
and personal computers prolifer
ate. New
technical skills are emerging, howe
ver. In all
countries where there are Foundati
on members,
there is, for example, an increasing
demandfor

We haveidentified four broad roles that
are

emerging for systems departments:
technical
services, development support, busi
ness support, and business services. The
technicalservices role includes defining tech
nical architectures, defining standards and inter
faces,
providing group-wide networking,
organising
central purchasing of equipment,
providing

technical support to end users, and
watching
Figure 2.5

networking staff. New skills are requ
ired to

manage the complex problems
of integrating
digital communications with comp
uting in a

multivendor environment. Not all
the skills

required in this role are pure
ly technical,

however. The job of technical supp
ort, for

example, requires an ability to
deal tactfully
with a wide range of system users,
and a service
orientation, based on an awarenes
s of the

Eachof theroles of the systems depar
tment requiresa diff

erent emphasis onparticular skills and

knowledge

Role of the systems Clyne
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critical nature of providinga first-class service,
particularly in businesses (such as banking) that
now depend on theavailability of networks.
In the development-supportrole, there will be
a continuing needfor technicians who develop

and support core applications. In addition, main-

tenance of older systems increasingly requires

highly skilled technicians who can keep them

running in an online environment, and with a

volume of transactions for which they were not
originally designed. New types of technical skills

are also becomingcritical

data analysis, data-

dictionary management, and the use of software-development aids, for example. Thus,

technical skills will continue to be required in

the development-support role, but new types
of skill are required as well. Maintenance, for

example, requires an understanding of business
priorities, an ability to communicate with users,

and a service-orientation. In addition, projectmanagementskills will be increasingly critical

in ensuring that the development-support
service is provided in a timely andefficient way.

In the business-support role, non-technicalskills
are becoming as important as technicalskills,
and a new hybrid type of person is required
whois equally competent in both technical skills

and business knowledge. This role requires an

understanding of the context of the system
(including work, workers, ergonomics, and
organisational procedures), an ability to com-

municate andlisten well, acting as educator and

consultant, and a broad-based business and
functional knowledge. Business-support staff
are likely to be competing increasingly with
external suppliers of software and consultancy

services, who will be marketing their services

directly to system users. This type of staff will
therefore also need to develop skills in
marketing their services. (We dealt with the

subject of marketing in Report 66, Marketing

the Systems Department, published in October

1988.)

The business-services role requires a very low

level of technical skill. The prime requirements

Defining staff skills and numbers

It is clear that the skills required in the future
in the systems departmentwill be very different

from those that were adequatein the past. The

implication is that systems managers must
change their pattern of recruiting. Staff being
recruited for the systems department have
traditionally been assessed to check that they
have the required level of technical skill. It is
now much more importantto test that recruits
havethe appropriate personality characteristics
to operate in an environment wherethey will

have to market their skills and services to the

business and to work in a closer partnership
with the business, than has previously been the
case. In this context, it will also be critical to
forecast how many staff of each type will be

required, so that action can be taken to ensure

that they are in place to provide supportto the

businessat the right time. This is best achieved

by taking a long-term approach to planning
future staff numbers (or, to use the modern
jargon, human-resources planning).

A long-term approach to humanresources planning is required
Many organisations now produce a long-term
systems developmentplan (up to five years, in
somecases), and as part of the process, a plan

of the resources required. A critical component

of the resource requirementis the people, but
few organisations have linked their humanresources planningto the long-term systems(or
business) plans. The reason usually given is that
it is too difficult to plan for human resources
in times of uncertain user demand. No organisation we spoke to during our research had

developed human-resources plans further ahead
than one year, and the more usual planning

horizon was six months. It is clear that most
systems departments have only a limited
interest in human-resources planning.

There are many reasons why Foundation
members should incorporate human-resources
planninginto the longer-term systems-planning
process. The most important are:

and for a detailed knowledgeof the functional

areas. Staff carrying out this role will need to

Planning ahead, rather than reacting to
immediate needs, removes a possible constraint on developmentplans. With demand

therefore an important prerequisite.

up to six months to recruit someone.

are for a solid grounding in business planning,

work closely with business-unit managers at a
fairly senior level, and interpersonal skills are
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for systems staff continuing to exceed
supply in all European countries, it can take
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To ensure that the planis a useful indication of

Moreover, once a new recruit joins, he or she
will not usually be fully productive for at
least three months. Planning nine months

staff needs, it must be linked with the differ
ent
levels of general business planning in
the
organisation. Figure 2.6 depicts the relationship
between the two. Strategic business plann
ing
(two to five years or longer) raises
humanresources planningissues, such as the exter
nal

aheadis therefore the absolute minimum to
ensure timely recruiting.

Aplan specifying the types and numbersof

staff needed to implement the systems

supply of recruits andthelikely internal supply

strategy will serve as a basis for measuring
progress against objectives, and for assessing
the effect on staffing of any changesin that
strategy.

of employees over the period, and enabl
es the
feasibility of such plans to be assessed.
The
medium-term perspective of operational
business

planning (one to two years) raises the need for

Knowing what human resources will be
required in the longer term meansthatit will

moredetailed planningof staff supply
(internal
andexternal to the systems department
) and
demand (the numbers needed at some futur
e
period). Annual budgeting provides specif
ic
timetables andstaff-allocation requiremen
ts, and
results in specific action plans for recru
itment,
promotions, training, transfers, and so
forth.

also be possible to take a long-term view of
the possible options for meeting future

demand, such astraining and developing

existing systems staff rather than recruiting

new staff, using packages(or third parties)

instead of developing systems in-house, or

Successful staff planning requires three types of
information to be available:

transferring staff from user areas. All of

these options may be morecost-effective
thanrecruiting, in view of the timeit takes
for a new recruit to become fully productive.
Figure 2.6

A personnel inventory that provides
an
assessment of the knowledge, skills, abilities,

For human-resources planning tobeeffective, it
must be linked with the different levels of genera
l
businessplanning in the organisation

2 to 5 years

1 to 2 years
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experience, and career aspirations of the

present workforce. This information is

usually available from appraisal records, but

should be collated into a consistent format.

constraints of the current recruitment
market. Staff objectives will have an impact
on decisions about how to design and enrich
jobs, and what kind of people to recruit.

actual losses with forecast losses each month

In general, it is possible to produce useful
forecasts of staff needs only for the family of
jobs within a broadrole. Figure 2.8, overleaf,lists
the job families that were identified by the
systems departmentof a leading American bank
for each of the four broadroles identified earlier
in this chapter. The steps in the human-resources
planning process, using the types of information
defined above, are depicted overleaf, in
Figure 2.9, for the development-support job

Staff objectives, which vary according to
the type of environment an organisation

Currentstaff complement is determined from
the personnel inventory for each grade.

A turnover model that predicts, from the

numberofstaff losses in the past, the likely
rate of staff turnover in the future. This
requires staff leaving the systems depart-

ment to be categorised as resignations,
transfers to other parts of the organisation,
dismissals, and (perhapsnotso likely among
systemsstaff) retirements. The modelis then
refined for each category by comparing
for each category.

operates in, the current design of jobs, and

corporate policy. Examples of the staff
objectives for two very different companies
are shown in the first two columns of

Figure 2.7 (although neither of these relates

to systemsstaff). The objectives are almost
total opposites, but both are valid because
they reflect the different industries and
labour markets in which the two companies
operate. The third column of Figure 2.7
contains possible staff objectives for a typical
systems department in a large organisation.
The objectives reflect the roles emerging
in today s systems department, and the
Figure 2.7

family , and are described below:

Losses are determined by the turnover
model, and include resignations, dismissals,
transfers, and retirements.

Back-up is determined from appraisalinformation about staff who could be considered
for promotion, and their career aspirations,
and possible transfers from user departments.

Future demandis forecast from the human-

resources planning framework depicted in
Figure 2.6, taking into account the staffing

objectives set for the department.

Different types of organisation need different staff objectives
Examples for systemsstaff

McDonald s

Definition of
jobs

Define jobs narrowly, so that they
are easy to learn in a short period.

Pay

Pay minimum wages to most non-

management employees, so that

the costof staff turnover is kept

Design of jobs

low.

Design jobs to minimise decisionmaking by humans. Thus,
McDonald's cooking operations

are computer-controlled and items

_ Broaden the scope of jobs to

provide increased flexibility for
individuals, particularly in their

ability to move around within the
organisation.
\

ay supplements to market rates

to attract goodstaff.

Design jobs to maximise decisionmaking by humans and increase

are labelled on cash registers.

(Source: Cascio, W F. Managing humanresources. 2nd edition. London: McGraw-Hill, 1989, and Butler Cox.)
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Each of the broad systems roles comprises a family of jobs

A leading American bank identified the following job families for each of the four broad roles.

Technical services

Architecture and integration

planning

Computing utility specialist

services
Computing utility operations
services
Specialist technical support
Technology scanning and
evaluation

Development support

Megaproject coordination
Project leadership
Development support

Systems asset management
Quality assurance
=
S
a
=

Business support
Systems account
management
Customer marketing and

Business services

Business Measurementand

service support

Education andtraining
support
Computer-related risk
assessment
Business systems standards
and policies support

Informationlibrary
coordination

_ Human-z-asset planning
Work:-environment planning

(Source: Keen PGW.Roles andskills for the IS organisation of tomorrow:an
ICITbriefing paper. London: International Centerfor Information
Technologies, 1987.)
Figure 2.9

The human-resources planning Process consists of five steps

Corporate forecastin
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2
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Strategic and
Operational
plans

career development data

resource
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Mobility and

Human

Recruitment She

Re: assignment
:

(

»

(Source: Cascio, W F. Managing human resour
ces. 2nd edition. London: McGraw-Hill, 1989.)

Imbalance (or the requirementfor additional
staff) is calculated as the difference between
the forecast supply (current strength, minus
losses, plus back-up) and the forecast
demand.
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Alternative plans to meet the requirements
are considered and theresults acted upon.

Although there is bound to be a degree
of error
in any attemptto forecast demandfor
and supply

A OUNDATION
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of human resources, the process described above

should minimise the uncertainty. Successful
human-resources planning for systems staff
depends on greater integration with the strategic
business-planning cycle, an informed dialogue

with line managers on the implications of system

plans for systems staffing levels (taking into
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accountall the factors that affect supply), and
a timely consideration of alternative actions.

One of the outcomes of the human-resources
plan will be the profile of the staff who need to
be recruited. We discuss a new approach to
recruiting systems staff in Chapter 3.
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Almost without exception, Foundation members
reported difficulties in recruiting systemsstaff.
In some cases, notably in the public sector, this
was attributed to the inability of the organisaion to pay competitive salaries. The most

frequently quotedreasons in otherorganisations
were associated with the skills shortage and the

difficulty of getting potential applicants to
respond to advertisements.

In some countries, there is evidence of a
demographic change that will result in a lower
number of school leavers and university
graduates overthe next five years. There is also
evidence that a smaller proportion of these
potential recruits is being attracted into careers
in systems, because career opportunities are not
well defined, roles and responsibilities are

unclear, and thestatushitherto associated with

systemsroles is now in question.

Undoubtedly, some organisations will alway
s
find it easier to recruit than others. Candidates
will be attracted to certain industry sectors, and
to certain geographical locations. In general,
however, recruitment will become more

difficult.

Systems managers have traditionally had
a
restricted view of the sources of poten
tial
recruits. Now, there is an opportunity to expand

these sources. To do this successfully,
organisations will need to adopt a marketing
approach to recruitment, and to modify their

selection procedures, giving greater prominence

to the evaluation of non-technical skills.

Expand the sources of

potential recruits

Systems managers needto re-assess the sources
of potential recruits, both in response to the
changing roles of systems staff, and to the

16

increasing difficulty of recruiting
from
traditional sources. Not only will they
have to
look at new external sources, but they will
have
to seek to transfer staff from other funct
ions
within the organisation to the systemsfunctio
n.

The traditional sources have been limit
ed

In Chapter 2, we reviewedthe four stages in
the
evolution of the systems function between
the
1960s and the 1990s. We explained that
the
gradual separation of technical-computing issues
and applicationissues will increase the dema
nd
for staff with non-technicalskills. Increasing
ly,
business analysts will be sought to help users
to select and implement packaged syste
ms,
fourth-generation languages, and exper
t
systems. Systems managers should there
fore

begin now to question whether the two main

sources from which they have traditiona
lly
drawn recruits
technical graduates, andstaff
with specific skills
are sufficient.
Technical graduates

One Foundation membertold us that he insist
s
on recruiting technical graduates because he
considersit the best measure of potential ability,
and in anycase it has been a successful method
of recruitment in the past . He admitted,
however, that recruiting technical graduates

was becoming moredifficult. In fact, in most

countries in which the Foundation is represented, the numberof graduates is likely to
fall
dramatically in the 1990s owing to demographi
c
trends. The Organisation for Economic Coope
ra-

tion and Development (OECD) forecasts a

decline in the numberof 15- to 19-year-olds in
all European countries, except Ireland. West
Germany will face the sharpest fall
45 per
cent between 1984 and 1995; the Unite
d
Kingdom will experience a fall of 27 perce
nt.

There are, in fact, only twoinstances in whic
h
systems managers should insist on gradu
ate
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status
where proven academic ability or
detailed theoretical understanding of a certain
discipline is needed for the job. Neither is

essential for most systems jobs. Graduates tend

to be recruited not for what they know, but for
what they, as individuals, could be. This poten-

tial is not unique to graduates. Furthermore, an

academic qualification rarely gives any indicaindividual s

tion of the

personality,

or

guarantees that the individualis able to apply
his or her knowledge.

Staff with specific skills

For most Foundation members, the intake of

graduates represents the planned part of their
recruitment programme, andit is often complemented by training programmesto provide the
recruits with specific technical skills. Other
recruitment is usually in response to staff
turnover, andresults in a specification ofall the
skills and attributes requiredto fill the resulting

vacancy. One Foundation member described
this approachas shopping for the oven-ready
recruit .

The reasons for recruiting staff with specific

skills have more to do with the need to re-

Recruiting staff

Non-technical graduates
Several Foundation memberstold us that they
had been successful in recruiting non-technical
graduates and developing their careers in the
systems function. Increasingly relevant are
business-oriented degree courses with a high
systems content. In Germany, for example,
Betriebswirtschaft, the study of organisation
and management, is seen by employers to be a
particularly relevant course of study, which
they supplement by providing training in technical skills. Recently, some German universities
have provided degrees that combine
Betriebswirtschaft and Informatics (the study
of information systems), making this University
Diploma even more relevant. In Sweden, too,
Figure 3.1

Job interest and career paths are rated the

most important considerations by systems
staff in changing jobs

Factors
influencing the
decision to
change jobs
Job interest

establish the staff complement and to minimise
the disruption of project deadlines than with
longer-term staffing concerns. This narrow
focus limits the range of work that is given to
these recruits, and hence, their career-development opportunities. Yet job interest, career

path, and security are the most significant
factors behind job moves, according to a recent
survey conducted by the UK publication,

Computer Weekly. The results of the survey, in
which Computer Weekly canvassed the views
of 12,000 ofits readers, are shownin Figure 3.1.

Wherestaff are recruited fortheir specific skills,
job interest and career advancement are likely
to be the last ambitions to be achieved.
There are untapped sources
of new recruits

Company

Industry

There is evidence that systems managers are

beginning to seek new sources of recruits.

Foundation members are taking a wider view
of possible sources, and skill requirements are
being relaxed. There are, however, still plenty
of untapped opportunities. During our research,
we have identified the following possibilities:
non-technical graduates, women, school

leavers, older people, part-time staff, and
internal transfers from other functions.
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all universities provide some form of data
processing education, as an integral part of nontechnical courses such as business administration, and these graduates have been successfully
recruited into the systems department.
Women

Wefound noovert bias towards employing men
or women in systemsroles during our research.

However, thereclearly are national differences
in the proportion of women within systems

departments, and this seems to be largely a

result of cultural differences. The United States,
France, and Japan all encourage women into
systems, with theresult that they now represent
about 50 per cent of the programming workforce on average, compared with, for instance,

only 18 per cent in the United Kingdom. The
recruitment and retention of women can be

improved by offering flexible terms of
employment, career breaks, part-time working,
and homeworking. Whitbread, a UK brewing
company, for example, has taken steps to
ensure thatit retains staff who might otherwise
drift out of the labour force by providing for
them to come back to work after maternity
leave at the same grade, but if requested,
on
a part-time basis. ANZ, the Australian bank, has
ensured that it retains valuable knowledge of
existing systems by encouraging women, who
previously worked onsite, to work from home.
School leavers
Several Foundation members have successfully
recruited school leavers into their systems

departments. Ranks Hovis McDougall (RHM),
a

UK-based food manufacturer, operates
a
computer-services company to provide services
to other group companies. Based near London,

RHM Computing has found it difficult to recruit

skilled staff, but has now developed strong
links

with local schools through which it actively

recruits. The implication for management
is that
significant resources need to be invested
in
training, although RHM Computing told
us that
this investment was amply rewarded; its
staff
developed a much stronger affinity with
the
company than experienced staff recruited
from
outside the company would be likely
to do.
In the Netherlands, Stichting Sociaal
Fonds
Bouwijverheid, a Dutch company that
awards
compensation in the building industry, attracts
systems staff from schools by holding open
days
for pupils to visit the company, and by going
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to schools to market the company and
the

job opportunities available in the syste
ms
department.

Older people

4

Older recruits warrantserious consideration
in
any recruitment campaign; wherever
possible,

age limits should be removed. There is still
a

widespread bias noticeable in many
job
advertisements against applicants over
the age
of 35. Employers who have removed
such
barriers, however, report that older emplo
yees

are morereliable, and because they have fewer
personal commitments, are more flexible.

Nevertheless, somepractical problemsdoexi
st,
as we found in the Netherlands. Fokke
r, the
aircraft manufacturer, told usthatit sets
an age

limit of 35 because of the cost of transferri
ng

pension rights.

Part-time staff

Professor Charles Handy, in his recent book,

The

Age of Unreason, has argued that, during
the
next few years, the nature of work and
the
employment patterns associated with work
are
both set to undergo considerable change.
He
argues that, for the majority of employees,
parttime work will become the norm as organisa-

tions seek greater flexibility through the use

of

knowledge-based technology. The trend
to parttime workis already well established
in some
industry sectors, and we can see no reason
why
systems managers should not consider
the
option of recruiting part-time staff. The
FI
Group ple, a UK-based information systems
company, has been pursuing this policy successfully for manyyears. The Group has a workforce
of over 1,000 computer professionals, a
large
proportion of whom work flexibly on a part-time
or full-time basis from one of the Group s
geographically widespread work centres.

Internal transfers
Systems managementshould encourage a
twowayflow ofstaff into and out of the syst
ems
department. Such moves can only enhance
the
success of the systems departmentin the
future.
In the short term, movementinto the depar
tment will help the systems departmentto
evolve

to the infrastructure stage , which we described in Chapter 2, and which is concerne
d

with working in partnership with the
user
community. In the longer term, systemsst
aff
will provide an ideal resource for posit
ions in
functional areas of the business, as
a result of
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their knowledge of the critical organisational

candidates from a non-conventional source

the higher salaries paid to systems staff have
deterred movementout of the systems department. However, a recent survey conducted by

culture of their environmentthanfully trained

assets of systems and information. In thepast,

might be effective. These sources, however,
often produce employees who are moreflexible
and more prepared to adapt to the values and

Price Waterhouse shows that the rate of

systemsstaff attracted from other companies,
who mayfeel that thereis little more that they
can learn. Systems managers will, however,
needto be imaginative in the way they approach
these new sources of recruits, and skilful in
ensuring that once recruited, the resource is
fully used.

increase in systemssalaries within the systems
department is now broadly in line with salary
increases throughout the organisation in all
countries except Australia. Such movements are
therefore likely to become more commonplace.
A case in point is SAAB in Sweden. Figure 3.2

illustrates SAAB s process of career development by transfers to and from businessareas.

Adopt a marketing approach
to recruitment

Eachof the possibilities discussed for extending
the sources of potential recruits is being
exploited now. Some systems managers may
find it difficult and threatening to accept that
Figure 3.2

Thereis still a tendency for systems managers
to believe that after drafting an advertisement
and placing it in the computerpress, they can

Career developmentin the systems development department at SAAB s car division is based on transfers

to and from business areas

For example,
EDPcoordinator/
system-support person
in user department

Information
centre

Account
management

Project

Technical

leader

analyst

_

|

_

>

=

System support

System construction
Programmer]

and
methods

manager

_omicteeeeer

$

Technical
support

Line

manager

in user department

Analyst

7,

User
project

Business analyst

Transfer to

computer operations,

eg systems programming

System
builder

Se

_

_

Systems manager

System
supporter

in user department

Business
systems

supporter

|

Line

manager

p> Graduate intake

Logical transfer opportunity
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sit back, wait for the responses from 100 or more
people, and choosethe best candidateatleisure.
This view will inevitably result in continuing

recruitmentdifficulties for the systems department. To avoid these difficulties, Foundation
members should adopt a marketing approach to

recruitment. (In Report 66, Marketing the

Systems Department, we defined marketing as:
The deliberate management of the whole
relationship between a supplier of goods and

services and its customers .) We haveidentified

three crucial aspects of such an approach:

Differentiating and marketing the systems

department and the jobs on offer.

Devoting adequate resources and management effort to the recruitment process.

Treating all applicants in a professional

manner.

The key to the success of any marketing
approachis knowing the market. In recruitment

terms, this means knowing the sources of

potential recruits, and the features that are
likely to attract them to a particular organisation
and a particular vacancy.

Differentiating and marketing
the systems department

The success of recruitment campaigns can be
either enhanced or hindered by the corporate
image of the organisation. Computer-service
companies generally have a higher profile with
potential recruits than user organisations,
although even they are acutely aware of the
need to make constantefforts to enhancetheir

image by distinguishing (or

differentiating )

themselves from competitors in the recruitment
marketplace.

The experience of Allied Dunbar, a UKfinancial

services company, serves toillustrate this
point.
Allied Dunbar has grown consistently since
its
formation in 1971, with the numberof syste
ms
developmentstaff doubling every fourto
five
years. During 1988, its plans for growth
were

even more ambitious

to increase the number

of development staff from 220 to 300.
This
target was unlikely to be achieved simply
by

placing conventional recruitment advertise-

ments in the computerpress. From1985 to 1987,

this method had produced diminishing returns,

with lower levels of response, fewer goodquality applicants, and difficulty in persuading

selected candidates to make the commitment to
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join. Allied Dunbar therefore carefully struc-

tured a recruitment campaign, seeking candidates through various media, and using the
theme of
involvement
as the way of
differentiating its systems department and-th
e
job vacancies. The approach adopted
is

described in Figure 3.3. While Allied Dunbar
was concerned with recruiting experienced

systems developmentstaff, this approach could
easily be applied to the recruitment of all
systems staff.

Other methods of differentiating and marketing

the systems department include being active
in

user groups,

publicising interesting or

innovative systems developmentsin the trade
press, developing contacts with potential
recruits by involvement with schools, unive
rsities, and so on, and encouraging the wordofmouth approach. It is virtually impossible
to do
too much promotion.

Devoting resources and management
effort to recruitment

Recruiting is costly, both in terms of time
and
money. Typically, the total cost of recruiting an
experienced programmer in Europeis equivalent to one year s salary, broken down as show
n
in Figure 3.4 on page 22. This is made up of
30 per cent of annual salary for relocation
,
20 per cent of annual salary for advertisin
g,
agency fees, and so on, and 50 per cent
of
annualsalary for loss of effectiveness durin
g the
first six months with the company, and for the
extra management attention required durin
g

this period. In addition, thereis the cost of the

Management time involved in planning and
running the recruitment campaign. The mone
y
can be used wisely to support an effec
tive
campaign, or wasted as a result of poor marketing or a lack of resources.

Many Foundation members told us that their

recruitmentactivity is normally coordinated on

a part-timebasis by someone within the syste
ms
department. Anything other than the
most

straight-forward recruitments (involving one
or
two new recruits), however, justifies a more

systematic approach, because while the
cost of

recruitment is high, the cost of mistakes
that

result in staff turnover is even
higher.
Recruitment should be coordinated by
a fulltime project manager with recruitment
objec-

tives and a budgetfor each vacancyto befill

ed.
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Differentiating the systems department and the vacancy can makeit easier to attract andrecruit staff

Allied Dunbar provides financial services covering life

assurance, pensions, permanent health insurance, unit
trusts, and homeloans. It is a subsidiary of BAT
Industries, based in Swindon in the United Kingdom. As at
mid-1989, it employs some 3,000 people, of whom some
300 are systems developmentstaff. Funds under
managementare in excess of £7.0 billion ($11.2 billion).
Computer systems are central to the smooth operation of
the company, and in some areas, are used aggressively
to give a competitive advantage. Systemsstaff enjoy a
high profile in the company and are used in very broad
roles on product design and new business ventures.
In the autumn of 1987, the company reviewedits
manpower plan andidentified the need to recruit more
than 80 systems developmentstaff to fill vacancies
brought about by company growth, predicted internal
transfers, and staff turnover. Advertisements in computer
journals were providing diminishing returns and a twomonth campaign was devised, consisting of interrelated
activities aimed at promoting Allied Dunbar s image in
general, and the vacanciesin the systemsfunction in
particular.

Existing staff were asked why they liked working for Allied
Dunbar, andtheir replies suggested a theme, which would
serve to differentiate the systems and programming
departments, and these particular vacancies, in the
marketplace. Existing staff liked:
Working on systems of central importance to the
company s future.

Working for a company with which they could identify
and where many knew the directors personally.

Knowing what the company s business objectives were
and how theserelated to the objectives of their work.
Being stretched in achievingdifficult goals and
knowing that that achievement wasof real benefit to
the business.

Many systems departments makeeffective use

of personnel specialists during the recruitment
process. In fact, several Foundation members
employ personnel specialists within the systems
department. In the Netherlands, Fokker, the
aircraft manufacturer, told usthat its policy was
to provide a personnel manager for every
section of the company with more than 300
staff. Boots, a major UK pharmaceutical manufacturer andretail-chemist chain, believes that
dedicated personnel skills are essential, both for
recruiting and for developing systems staff.

While working with personnel specialists is

beneficial, it is inappropriate to delegate the
recruitment process entirely to them. The
marketing approach requires the recruitment
process to provide potential recruits with
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From this, the theme for the recruitment campaign was
chosen
involvement. The campaign emphasised the
strengths of the systems development department, which
made it easier to differentiate Allied Dunbarin the
marketplace. Several interrelated activities wereinitiated,
each aimed at a range of jobs:
Advertisements in the computer press.

Advertisements in the national press for the more
senior jobs.
Advertisements in selected regional papers.
Attendance at recruitmentfairs.

Opendays supported by local press and radio

coverage.

Posters on railway stations to catch the eyes of

commuters.

Allied Dunbar prepared specialliterature to support the
involvement theme. Anyone who showedaninterestin the
company received a small booklet designed to attract the
attention and interest of potential candidates, both in the
company and in the jobs on offer. This was followed up,
for thoseinvited for interview, with a more detailed booklet
containing facts about the company, the jobs, the
prospects, the location, and socialactivities. All of this was
designed to savetime at the interview stage and to help
applicants to begin to relate to Allied Dunbar.
Throughout, the emphasis was on selling the company
and the vacancy
but taking care not to create
expectations that could not be met; this would simply
have resulted in higher levels of staff turnover. Allied
Dunbarfilled its 80 vacancies during a period when other
organisations were having trouble simply getting potential
applicants to respond to advertisements.

something they can identify with and relate to.
This can be achieved only through theparticipation of systems management.
Treating all applicants in a

professional manner

Steven Bevan of the Institute of Manpower

Studies in the United Kingdom described the
professional approach this way:
We already
know that the factor most likely to influence
a candidate s impression of the organisation is

the performanceof the interviewer. Thus, if the

interviewer appearslikeable, light-hearted yet
reassuring, enthusiastic without over-selling,
honestand informed, a candidate will be more
disposed to accept an offer if it is made.
We
have identified three aspects of a professional
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Figure 3.4

Recruiting staff

The costof recruiting is equivalent to
one year s salary and consists of

three main elements

Provide quick feedback

Immediate job offers on the day of
the
interview, or very soon after, are a good means
of motivating potential recruits, and provide
an

opportunity to ensure that all aspects of the job

offer are fully understood. Applicants who
are

Other*

50%of

salary

30%of
salary

Relocation

treated fairly, and should have a positive

impression of the company. They mayvery well

be a candidatein the future, or they may discuss
their experience with others who could be.

Improve the selection process

Advertising and
agency fees

* Includes an allowance for a new recruit s lack of
effectiveness during thefirst six months with the company,

and for extra demands on management during this
period.

approachthat are particularly important. These
are to adopt efficient selection procedures, to
be open andinformative, and to provide quick
feedback. Little effort or cost is involved in
theseinitiatives, but they are likely to enhance
the view that the candidate has of the
organisation.

Adopt efficient selection procedures
First impressions are very important for potential recruits, and their experience of the recruitmentprocessis normally their first contact with
an organisation. Having generated interest in
the job, managers must process applications and
respond to them quickly and efficiently. Candidates selected for interviews should be given
top
priority. An efficient selection process shoul
d
require only a single visit by the candidate,
for
all but the most senior vacancies.

Be open and informative

As well as allowing the candidate to
ask
questions, the interviewer should provide information voluntarily, to ensure that the candi
date
is well informed about all aspects of
the

company and the job. The interviewer might

also provide details aboutlocal housing, schools,
and so on. Some candidates will want to see
the
working conditions and to meet their peers;
a
tour of the premises, followed by lunch with one
or two prospective colleagues, will give them
an opportunity to resolve any queries they may
have.
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not selected should also feel that they have been

Increasing the sources of potential recruits
and
adopting a marketing approach to recruitmen
t
will alleviate some of the recruitment diffic
ulties being experienced by systems managers,
but
on their own,they will not ensure that the
right
people are recruited. The Institute of Manpower

Studies in the United Kingdom has reported that

few employers select recruits on the basis of
any
systematic analysis of job requirements.
(The
checklist provided in Figure 3.5 will give
Foundation members an indication of
the
appropriateness of their own selection proce
dures.) Most recruiters prefer to rely on their
subjective judgements of a candidate.

There are well-tried selection techniques that

remove someof the subjectivity of the interview

process, such as structured interviews, aptitude

tests, and generalability tests (that measure

skills such as numerical and verbal reasoning)
.
These tests are widely used by Foundation
members. The shortcoming with each of these
methods, however,is that they measure only
the potential ability of an applicant to do ajob.
To get an indication of whether a person
will
do a job, two further features need
to be

assessed
the degree of fit between the
motivating potential of a job and the aspirations

of

the

candidate,

and

the

personality

characteristics of the applicant as a measure of

his or her suitability for the job.

Match a job s motivating potentia
l
with the aspirations of the
candidate

Increasedstaff turnover is, very often,
a direct
result of over-selling the vacancies. Empl
oyers,
anxious to fill positions at a time
when
candidates are in short supply, arelikel
y to over-

emphasise the positive aspects of a job
to a
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candidate. If more attention is paid to putting
the right type of person into a job, much of
this costly turnover can be avoided. One way
of achievingthis is to match the job s motivating

knowledge of the outcome oreffectiveness of
the work. Both the extent and the timeliness
are important. Each dimension is rated on a

Two American researchers, Hackman and
Oldham (whose workis referenced in Zawacki s
research), defined the motivating potential of

1 and 343.

potential with the individual s need for growth.

a job as deriving from five measurable job

dimensions: skill variety, task identity, task
significance, personal responsibility, and work
feedback. Skill variety is the extent to which

the job calls for different skills and talents. Task

identity measures the completeness or wholeness of the work involved in the job. Task
significance is to do with the job s impact on

other people. The fourth dimension measures
the job holder s perception of personal respon-

sibility for the work in terms of freedom,
independence, and discretion in determining job
procedures. The fifth dimension, work feedback, is concerned with the job holder s
Figure 3.5

scale of one (low) to seven (high). The ratings
are then combined to give a composite
motivating potential score (MPS) of between
Robert Zawacki, a human-resourcesconsultant,
and Douglas Couger, a professor of computer
and managementscience, surveyed more than
1,500 staff in the United States between 1980

and 1985, and founda large variation in the
motivating potential of various systems jobs.
The results of this research are shown overleaf
in Figure 3.6, which also showsthe results for

other non-systemsprofessionals and managers.
In a separate research study, they constructed

ameasureof the needsof staff for accomplish-

ment, learning, and developing, and for being
well-stimulated and challenged, which they
called growth-need strength (GNS). The key

to individual motivation and productivity is to

A checklist will indicate the appropriatenessof recruitment procedures

To determine whether your recruitment and selection procedures are adequate, circle the appropriate answerto the
following seven questions. Then read the relevant paragraph for an interpretation.
4. For what percentage of jobs do you hold a job description?
B. Around 50%
A. Over 75%
2. How frequently are job descriptions updated?
B.
A. When a vacancyarises

Annually

C.

Under 25%

C.

Biannually

traits prepared?
3. For what percentage of vacanciesis a detailed specification of job skills, abilities, and personality
C. Under 25%
B. Around 50%
A. Over 75%

section involved?
4. When a vacancy arises, how often do you review the workload/work methods of the
C. Seldom
Sometimes
B.
A. Always

n?
5. How frequently are interviews used as the sole criterion for selection in your organisatio
C.
B.
Sometimes
A. Seldom

Always

s againstlater staff appraisal ratings?
6. How frequently are selection decisions validated by checking recruiters assessment
C. Seldom
B. Sometimes
A. Always

used by your organisation?
7. How frequently are psychologicaltests of ability, personality, and potential
C. Never
B. Sometimes
A. Always
Interpretation

ongoing validation is still essential.
Most circles around A: Your selection procedures appear prima facie sound, although
to be sound, but a detailed
respects
some
in
appear
procedures
selection
s
n
Most circles around B: Your organisatio
review of the predictive validity would almost certainly prove beneficial.
in urgent need of review in thelight of
Mostcircles around C: Your organisation's selection procedures appear to be
recent developments in recruitment and selection techniques. You would be well advised to
investigate more accurate and cost-effective assessment methods.

November 1988.)
(Source: Anderson, N and Shackleton, V. The chosen few. Management Today,
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The motivating potential of a job is based on five job dimensions

Systems developmentjobs
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Notes:

Data relates to staff who spend more than 80 per centof
their time on maintenance work.
®The average of the rating for each of these dimensi
ons forms the rating for the importanceof the job.
® MPSis calculated by multiplying the average rating
of the first three dimensions by the rating of the last
two dimensions.
The above data comes from a US survey carried
out by Couger and Zawacki in 1980, except for
maintenance staff, where the data
was gathered in a 1985 US survey by Couger and
Colter. In both cases, survey respondents rated
each of the job dimensions on
a scale of 1 (low) to 7 (high).

match the job s motivating potential
to the
individual s GNS.

Thus, there are four possible outcomes
of the
selection process, as shown in Figure
3.7. In
Cell 1, for example, a role with a high MPS,
such
as development support, is matched
with a
person who wants to be challenged
and
stretched, and the match is appro
priate. In
Cell 2, however, the same role is
filled by
someone whohasless need to devel
op, and who

may therefore feel overstretched. The
point is

that the systems department needsto
fill jobs
with high and low motivating poten
tial (such
as computer operating or data-entry
work), and
the systems manager must therefore
attempt to
select high-GNS people for jobs
with a high
motivating potential and lower-GNS
people for
jobs with a lower motivating poten
tial. The

procedure described below will incre
ase the
ability of the systems manager
to match an
appropriate person to the job.

First, the manager determines whet
herthe job
to be filled has high or low motivati
ng potential,
and draws up a personal specificatio
n to match.
He or she selects a team of inte
rviewers, to
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reduce subjective bias, and plans fouro
rfive
questions to test candidates
needs to be
challenged, to continue to grow, to devel
op, and
to move beyond where theyare. Afte
r theinterview, the systems managerdiscusses
with the
interviewing team how wellthe candidates
fit the

level of challenge offered by thejob, and choos
es

accordingly. It takes practice and disci
pline to
avoid the natural tendency alwaysto
pick the
most dynamic candidate. The resul
t should be
a better match of person to job, leadi
ng to high

work motivation, high-quality work
performance, low absenteeism, and low staff turno
ver.

As the demands made on systemsstaff
change,
the type of person selected will
also need to
change. The motivatingpotential of
systemsjobs
in the future will differ from the
motivating
potential of traditional development
and opera-

tional roles. Systems managers will
need to
consider the implicationsof this carefull
y before

redeploying existing staff or recr

uiting newstaff.

Measure personality characte
ristics

In Chapter2, we stated that the chan
ging roles of
the systems department imply that
new skills
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are required to fulfil these roles. Increasingly,

non-technical skills will be needed, which makes
it more important to ensure that recruits have
the appropriate personality characteristics to
operate in these roles. Our research revealed
several companies using a variety of ways of
measuring personality, and someclear national
differences. In Germany, for instance, we were
told that such measurements were taboo.
Elsewhere, personality measurement was often

being used either to confirm an interviewer s
feelings about a candidate, or to reveal negative

features, which might be the basis of

further discussions. Only one member we spoke
to (a Dutch software house) regularly used

personality measurement as a major input to the
selection process. Many Foundation members

consider that the cost and effort involved in
carrying out such measurements outweigh the
benefits. Increasingly, however, suppliers of

personality-measurement questionnaires are
making their products available on personal
computers, which means that the results can be

interpreted and marked automatically. They
should become much more widely used, par-

ticularly in assessing a candidate s ability to
function effectively in the non-technical areas
of the systems function.

Personality can be defined as the characteristics

that determine the way a person thinks and

behaves. On their own, such measures are
Figure 3.7 The selection process should result in a
good match between meaningful work
and a person s need for meaningful work

Cell 1
Cell 2
Task with high MPS Task with high MPS
Individual with
Individual with
low GNS
high GNS
Match: Poor
Match: Good
Cell 3
Individual with
high GNS
Match: Poor
MPS= Motivating potential score of the task
GNS =Growth-need strength of the individual
(Source: Datamation, 15 September 1985.)
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uninformative,

and

users

Recruiting staff

of personality-

measurement questionnaires therefore have
three choices in putting them into practical use:

To work with the questionnaire suppliertodefine the personality profile associated

with particular jobs, against which the
results can be judged.

To compare personality profiles of candi-

dates with evidence that is available from

questionnaire suppliers for an increasingly

wide range of occupations.

To define the relationship between the
personality profiles of existing staff and the

level of performance achievedin the job.
This results in the identification of danger
zones
that is, personality characteristics
that should be avoidedfor particular types
of job.

The retail bank of the TSB Group has publicly
described its use of this method for selecting
systemsstaff. It used the Saville and Holdsworth
Ltd (SHL) Occupational Personality Questionnaire, and identified areas of risk by asking
100 of its 400 analysis and programming staff
to complete a series of questionnaires.

The results of these were correlated with

performance measures that rated the staff s
effectiveness and that were assessed by
managers. The analysis showed that:

Personality factors were a better indicator
of potential performance than aptitudetests.

Certain personality characteristics correlated with good performance.

Certain personality characteristics mitigated

against good performance.

The SHL questionnaire measures 30 personality
dimensionsin three main areas
relationships
with people, thinking style, and feelings and

emotions. Each dimension is measured on a
scale of 1 to 10. The dimensionsare shownoverleaf in Figure 3.8. TSB has established some 30
areas of risk, depending upon the job, and as

a result, has changed the focusofits selection
process. The usual concentration on positive

features in the recruitment process meansthat
many very adequate people are rejected. The

questionnaires allow a wider range of candidates to be considered. TSB is now confidently
assessing recruits by looking for those personality dimensionsthat inhibit good performance
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The Saville & Holdsworth Ltd questionnaire measures personality on 30 dimensions
Relationships with people

Assertive

" Persuasive
Controlling

Independent

Gregarious

Outgoing
_Affiliative
Socially confident

Empathy

Modest
Democratic
Caring

Thinking style
7
eq
Fields of use

Enjoysselling, changesopinionsof others, convincing
| with arguments, negotiates
Takes charge, directs, manages, organises, supervises others
Hasstrong viewsonthings,difficult to manage, speaks up, argues,dislikes ties

Fun-loving, humorous, sociable,vibrant, talkative,jovial

Has many friends, enjoys being in groups, likes companionship, shares
things with friends

Puts people at ease, knows what to Say, good with words

Reserved about achievements, avoids talking aboutself, accepts others,
avoids trappingsof status
Encouragesothersto contribute, consults, listens, and refers to others
Considerate to others, helps thosein need, sympathetic, tolerant

Practical -

Data rational
Artistic
:
Behavioural

Traditional

:
_
Change-oriented
epee Conceptual
_ Innovative

Enjoysdoing new t
Theoretical, in

Structure

i
Anxieties
Genteale

Energies
g

Feelings and emotions

Relaxed
Worrying

Calm, relaxed, cool underpressure, free from anxiety, can switch off

Tough minded
Emotional control
Optimistic
Critical

Difficult to hurt or upset, can brush off insults, unaffected by unfair
remarks
Restrained in showing emotions, keepsfeelings back, avoids outburst
s
Cheerful, happy, keepsspirits up despite setbacks
Goodat probingthe facts, sees the disadvantages, challenges assumpti
ons

Active

Competitive
Achieving
Decisive

Worries when things go wrong, keyed up before important events,
anxious to do well

Has energy, movesquickly, enjoys physical exercise,
doesn t sit still

Plays to win, determined to beatothers, poorloser
Ambitious, sets sights high, Career-centred, results-oriented
Quick at conclusions, weighs things up rapidly, may be hasty,
takesrisks

the areas of risk. The questionnaires bring to the
fore negative factors which, in the traditional

interview process, may not have been detected,

or which would have attracted less attention
than positive factors. TSB attributes its
markedly reduced staff turnover partly to the

use of personality questionnaires. The questionnairesare not a substitute for other selection
methods, however, but are seen as complementary to them.
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In this chapter, we have been concerned with the
process of recruiting staff for the systems
department whereto find them, how to attract
them, and how toselect them. We have suggested
that retaining staff begins with ensuring that the
right people arein the right.jobs, but byitself, this

is not sufficient. Inthe next chapter, we consider

how systems managers can motivate, develop,
and reward staff to help them to become more
productive and to encourage them to stay.
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Developing, motivating, and rewarding staff

In our survey, motivation and staff productivity
were rated by Foundation membersastheir
least important current concerns. At the same

time, however, members frequently complain

that, despite their best efforts, their best people
are continually being enticed to other firms
by offers of higher salaries. Although few

employees leave a job for a lowersalary, money

is not always the main reason for leaving. The
decision to leave a company arises from a
combination of factors, such as a lack of
responsibility, a lack of opportunity to develop
a career, an inability to communicate with
management, a lack of recognition, and so on.

Ensuring that staff are highly motivated will go

along way towardssolving staff turnover problems, and easing the recruitment difficulties
that most systems managers are experiencing.

On a recent lecture tour of Europe, Robert
Zawacki, whose research work was discussed
in Chapter 3, mentioned a cartoon he had seen.
It depicted a programmerbrandishing a gun at

his manager. The programmersays: This is not
I just want to talk to somebody .
a hold-up

That cartoon summarises, in essence, what this
how to make employees feel
chapter is about
so good that they want to stay with the organisation. Our research has shown that effort spent
on developing, motivating, and rewarding staff
properly is more than compensated for by

increased productivity and reduced turnover.

In this chapter, we concentrate on the four

actions that we found to be particularly
important in reducing staff turnover. Thefirst
is to provide opportunities for career developmentand to ensure that staff follow paths that
maximise their potential. The second is to

educate staff for the broader roles demanded
of them today. The third is to implement a
personal goal-setting and feedback procedure
for all staff in the systems department, to
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increase motivation. The fourth is to reward
achievement with performance-related pay.

Provide opportunities for career
development

Our research among Foundation members has
shown that career planning in systems depart-

ments is frequently restricted to succession

planning for managerial posts, if it exists atall.
Yet, for staff with a high growth-need strength

(described in Chapter 3), challenging and

interesting work is the biggest potential
motivator, and this means providing suitable
opportunities for career advancement. A recent
study of staff-turnover rates carried out by
Butler Cox s representative in Australia
concluded that commitment to developing the
career of an individual is a critical factor in
reducing turnover.

Career paths are currently restricted

One of the main reasonsfor the lack of careerdevelopment opportunities for systemsstaff is
that the career structure has not always been
modified in line with the changingroles of the
systems department, which we described in
Chapter 2. Instead, attempts are madeto bend

the jobs required by the new rolesto fit the

traditional vertical career path that is still
common in systems departments (see
Figure 4.1, overleaf). In this structure,
promotion opportunities are based on technical
performance and are mainly centred around
applications development work.

One company we spoke to during our research

attemptedto solve this problem byinsisting that

possession of good people-management skills
was a prerequisite for promotion. As a consequence, it created a group of senior systems

managers whodid not havesufficient technical
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knowledge to do their jobs, because it had
overlooked the technical-developmentaspects.
Another approach wasto create a myriad of

new job titles to create the illusion of career
progression. This also fails to address the real
issue, which is to provide a structured frame-

work of suitable career opportunities for
everyone, recognising the potential value of

both technical and non-technical skills, and
rewarding both equally.

Promotion criteria favour technicians

The disadvantageof the typical promotion path
based on technical performanceis that it leads
to frustrated staff, to wasted career oppor
tunities, and eventually, to increased staff
turnover. At the extreme, it can produce the

situationillustrated in Figure 4.2. Each quadrant

shows the likely career prospects for an individual, based on current technical performanc
e
and managerial potential:
The no-hoper has low managerial potential
and average technical performance. This
person makes only a limited contribution to
the business and is unlikely to stay long.

The hybrid has high managerial potential
and superior technical performance. This

The over-promoted technician is probably
typical of many systems professionals today.
These types of people have very little
managerial potential, but technically, they
perform very well. They have been
promoted to their present positions as a
reward for good technical performance, and
are likely to continue this pattern of
advancement when they become managers
themselves.

Theresult of this promotion patternis a totall
y

unsatisfactory career-development path for
most systems staff. Programmers are moved into

analyst/programmer and user-support roles

regardless of whether or not they have the
ability to deal with system users. Businessskills

and interpersonal skills are subordinated to
Figure 4.2

Staff promoted to managementroles in a
vertical career structure are often
unsuited to the task

Staff with averagetechnical performanceare unlikely to be

given the opportunity to show their full managerial potential
,

while staff who are goodtechnicians are likely to be promoted to positions for which they have insufficient managerial

ability.

High

Managerial
potential

Low

Low

Technical performance

High

(Source: Recruiting and retaining information techno
logy
personnel. INTRO UK Lid, 1989.)
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environment, few people are able to see a longterm future or are motivated to develop the new

similar opportunities to advance to a senior
level. Promotion within and between job
families is based on skills and experience that
are defined and published. The staff know
exactly what opportunities exist and what is
required of them for promotion, and they have

function. Three particularly important ways to

move to another.

skills, make poorlisteners and counsellors, and
usually fail to delegate technical tasks. In this

skills that are vital to the success of the systems

remedy these career-development deficiencies

should be implemented by systemsdirectors
develop more lateral career flexibility, en-

courage movement to and from businessareas,

and recognise management as a separate path.
Lateral, as well as vertical, career
moves should be possible

The first step towards providing a more rewarding career structure is to recognise the wider

roles that are emerging for the systems department. We described the four major roles in

Chapter 2, and explained that only one of them
required mainly technical skills. The rest, we
said, required hybrid technical and business
skills or no technical skills at all. The implication
for career planningis that new career oppor-

tunities must be opened up to provide equal

opportunities for technical and non-technical

staff.

Peter Keen, whose work wereferred to in
Chapter2, suggests that the traditional vertical
approach to career development implies that

staff will follow a career trajectory that is confined to one of the four major roles, and in
particular, the technical-services role. Instead

of this, he proposes a moreflexible approach

to career development, which is depicted in

the flexibility to remain within one family or to
Movement to and from business areas
should be encouraged

Probably one of the biggest perceived short-

comings of a career in the systems department
is the infrequency with which systemsstaff
moveinto a mainstream business department
from their specialist technical niche. The
evidence suggests, in fact, that systems departments are net importers of skills from linemanagementpositions. Although the systems
departmentgains valuable business knowledge
and management expertise from this inflow, the
situation should be balanced. If it is not, there
is a danger that systems staff will be demotivated by their perceived lack of opportunity for
promotion outside their department.
Figure 4.3

During their early years, staff should be

able to explore the different roles
before deciding on their ultimate
career trajectory

Businessservices
role

Businesssupport
role

Figure 4.3. There are, he suggests, two timeone at about four
boundaries in a career
years, and one at about seven years. During the
initial four years, staff are given the opportunity
to explore the different roles, with very little

career risk. During the secondperiod, they learn
their chosen craft and focus their career

direction. After about seven years, it becomes

increasingly difficult to move across the role
boundaries.

One Foundation member in the insurance business has recently introduced more lateral

flexibility in its career planning for systems
staff. This company has grouped jobs into
families , some technical and some hybrid.
Each family has its own career path, with
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Development-

support
role

Technicalservices
role

4 years

7 years

_» Career path followed
by most systems
project leaders

Vv

technical skills. Project leaders and line
managers, promoted on the basis of technical

0 to 4 years:

The individual has plenty of room to explore

4 to 7 years:

The individual needs to build on basicskills
and grow into a role category

career trajectories

After 7 years: It is extremely difficult to move across role
boundaries

(Source: Keen, P G W.Roles andskills for the IS organization
of tomorrow:an ICIT briefing paper. London: International Centerfor Information Technologies, 1987.)
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In some countries
the Netherlands, and
Australia, for example
differences in the

salaries of middle managers in the systems

department andin therest of the organisation
create a barrier to moving systemsstaff into the
business. In most cases, however, temporary
secondments and permanent appointments
could be increased through more active career
management. One courseof action could be to
make regular secondments to business areas a
necessary part of learning the job forall junior

systems staff. Another could be to make

secondments to line management positions
outside the department a criterion for promotion to middle management in the systems
department.

Henkel, a German chemical company, has
realised the need to broaden the base of the
skills and experience of systems staff, particularly those pursuing a management career,
in which success is partly determined by
establishing good contacts with a great variety
of people. After four years with Henkel, junior
systems managersget the opportunity to move
to two or three jobs overa period of two years,

either within the systems departmentor within

other departments of the company. In another

example, the human-resources function at

Electricité de France believes that five yearsis
the maximum that employees should spend in
the systems department. Beyond this, staff get
too far into IT and too far away from the
users .

Allied Dunbar has developed lateral career

paths that allow movement both within the

systems department and out to the business. To
quote their systems manager,
We use our
systems people in very broad roles on product
design and new business ventures. Consequently, there is a steadytrickle of transfers
to other divisions of the company, and
ex-analysts now run several of our operating
divisions. As a result, Allied Dunbar loses more
analysts to other divisions of the company than
to other companies. Not only can it tempt

potential recruits with attractive career pros-

pects, but it is in a strong position to develop

its partnership role with the business. Its
verdict is that the investment of management
time to implement career-development plansis
very worthwhile.
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Management should be recognised
as a separate career path

Systems professionals do not typically make
good managers. Their high growth-need

strength (which we explained in Chapter 3) may

make project management and line management an attractive prospect, but this does not
meanthat they perform well. This is because
systems professionals, as a group, need much
less social interaction than other groups of
professionals, andit is unlikely, therefore, that
they will spend time promoting relationships

either with their subordinates, or with their

business peers. Those with management
potential, and those with limited management
ability who may be excellent technical
performers, should beidentified early. Separate

career paths should be planned so that the

former have an opportunity to develop their
management potential, and the latter are
offered an equally satisfying non-management

career.

What most members lack, we have found, isa
reliable way of measuring staff potential.
Current performanceis not always a reliable
indicator, as Figure 4.2 showed. One approach
that members could usefully adoptis the assess-

ment centre, which has proved to be the most
reliable method of assessing managerial

potential in other industries. An assessment
centre is a group activity where six to eight
people meetfor one or two days to go through

several job simulations. The results are assessed

by line managers to determinethe individual s
ability to perform the various jobs. The job
simulationfor a project manager mightinclude
reviewing the progress of a project team,
negotiating with the head of a business function,
or providing feedback on performance to a

subordinate. These simulations are assessed and

sometimes supplemented with other measures
such as personality questionnaires (which we

described in Chapter3). The results are fed back

to the individual, and his/her strengths, weaknesses, and potential are discussed. Management thereby gains an objective appreciation of
potential, and the employeeis given a preview

of what is expected of a project manager.

Running an assessment centre does imply an

investmentof line management time. Given the

importance of the need for a new breed of

systemsprofessional who feels comfortable with
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Manybenefits accrue from planning
career-development opportunities

business managers and is able to understand
their requirements, line managers should find
the investment of time worthwhile.

A suggested pattern of career development to

replace the traditional vertical progression,
which incorporates our suggestions for improvement, is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The main
differences are that separate career paths for
line and project management are explicitly
provided, as are separate careers for technical
and non-technical senior staff. With this
scheme, all staff spend up to four years gaining
a wide knowledgeof the profession, with lateral
movements between different roles encouraged. Career-development opportunities to
move staff to and from business areas are
identified and encouraged, perhaps aspart of
a company-wide career plan.
Figure 4.4

Organisations that have actively developed
career paths for systems staff have gained
considerable benefits, the most significant
being:
Markedly lowerrates of staff turnover.

Greater scope for identifying sources of
recruits.
Greater communication with business areas,
creating a closer working partnership.

Removalof unsatisfactory career paths for
technicians and broadening of the scope to
introduce flexible reward schemes.

The following examplesillustrate someof these

points. In 1987, Fokker, the Dutch aircraft

Lateral career-development paths are an alternative to vertical career progression
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manufacturer, was suffering from staff turnoverrates 11 per cent above the industry norm.

From an analysis of interviews with people
leaving the company, Fokker found that un-

certainty aboutfuture careers was significant

factor in causing people to leave. As part of a
structured programmeof improvements, Fokker
implemented a new career structure that
enables morelateral development to take place.
Movement from one job to anotheris based on
current job, the skills and preferences of the
individual, and an assessment by the manager
of the individual s capabilities. The career plan
is backed up by a structured training programme, whichprovides a broad education for
all employeesupto six years after entry, after
which employees pursueone of several specific
career paths (such as consultant, or project
leader). Staff-turnover rates for 1989 are fore-

cast to drop below the industry norm.

Digital has foundthat, as a result of creating a

new Careerstructure based on formalising and

implementing

lateral

career

development,

numerous staff have moved from junior roles

in one function, to moresenior roles elsewhere.
As well as equipping the company with a more

flexible workforce with a broader rangeof skills,
Digital is able to retain staff who might pre-

viously have left the company to advance their
careers, andis also able to draw on new sources

of internal recruits.

Educate people for their new roles

In Report 58, Senior Management IT Education,
published in July 1987, we argued that the
degree of IT understanding required by senio
r
business managers depends on the importance
of IT to the business. While thisis still true for
senior managers, the trend for some syste
ms
department responsibilities to be devolved
to
business areas (which has become increasing
ly
evident since Report 58 was published) mean
s
that IT education is now equally important for

other business managersandstaff. In particular,

most middle managers and all end users (that
is, the people actually working at the terminal)

now need to have a far better understanding

of how business requirements are defined for
systems developers, the implications of standard
naming conventions, the operation oflocal area
networks, and the importance of security,
back-up, and recovery procedures. Technically
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illiterate business managers can no longer be

tolerated. While some organisations have taken
steps towards educating their users, there
is

little evidence to suggest that user trainingis

an important
departments.

issue

for

most

systems

Wethinkit is appropriate for systemsdirectors

to take a moreactive role in encouraging such

training. To be really effective, it must
be
planned, systematic, and above all, aimed
at
developing the types ofskills that are relevant
to the emerging roles of the systems depar
tment. It could take many forms. Syste
ms
directors might, for example, offer secondment
s
into the systems department, suggest that
business managers sendstaff on internal cours
es
organised for systems staff, run informal
workshopsor courses, or suggest appropriat
e
external courses. This initiative could help users
to avoid makinga lot of the mistakes that the
systems department usually has to sort out, and
should encourage them to regard the manag
ementof their computer systems as an important

part of their responsibilities.

Training still concentrates on
technical skills

Training is usually aimed at providing skills that
can be used immediately. Pressure of work and
lack of a long-term career-development perspective frequently mean that training is given
only to equip systemsstaff to perform the next
technical miracle. This tendencyis reinforced
by managers who are probably more comfortable identifying technical skills, and who opt
for technical training because the paybackis
much more obvious and immediate.

This finding is confirmed by the Australian
study of staff-turnover rates, which revealed
that the technical aspect of career development

is muchbetter recognised than any other aspect.
Mostorganisations that participated in the study
allowed 10 to 15 days per staff member per year

for technicaltraining. Only half of them hadset

any objectives for management-development

training, and of those who had, half had

allocated fewer than four days per person per

year.

Peter Keen believes that most systems pro-

fessionals are under-educatedfor their current
roles and suggests that as much attention should
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be given to maintaining peopleasis given to

individual aspirations with the needs of the

people need maintenance to avoid theirskills

people for immediate job requirements, or for
future planned career developments, should not
be provided.

maintaining machines. By this, he meansthat

deteriorating over time. He suggests that three
types of education are required, which have to

be tailored to the individual s role and career
path:

Maintenance: I need to know about this
to keep up in my career .

Development: I must acquire this as part
of the knowledge that will enable me to
move ahead in my career .

Innovation:
This is not something everyone in my job needs, butit is important for
my own personal growth .

The development and innovation aspects are the
ones to which systemsdirectors must now pay
more attention. These are theskills that do not
provide an immediate and obvious payback, but
that will prove to be important for success in
systemsorganisations seeking to foster a better
working partnership with the business. We
highlighted which skills these should be in
Figure 2.5.

Training plans should be aligned with
longer-term human-resources planning

The first step towards moving the focus of
training from its current technicalbiasis to plan
within a longer timeframe. In Chapter 2, we
suggested that one of the advantages ofaligning
human-resources planning with strategic
business planning was that it provided more
scope for choice of action. We explained that
the human-resources planning process results
in a forecast of demandfor the next one to two
years, in termsof staffing numbers and skills.
This highlights areas whereskills shortages are
likely to occur, and if planned in time, enables
organisations to consider training existing staff
as a practical alternative to, say, recruiting new

staff. Training is thereby transformed from

being exclusively an ad hoc and short-term
expedient, to becoming part of a more

structured development path for each staff
member, with longer-terms goals included.

Moving the focus of training to future job
requirements considerably enhances the motivational impact of the training, because it
signals to the individual that he or she has a
future in the organisation. It also helpsto align
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organisation. Training that does not equip

The time spent on training
needs to be increased

Peter Keen suggests that systems people should
spend at least 10 per cent of their time on

training. This represents half a day a week, and

is a considerable investment in staff development. Certainly, there is evidence to show that

one of the characteristics of

successful

companies, like IBM andDigital, is that they do
provide this level of training. But is this
reasonabie for the systems department of the
typical Foundation member? Wethinkit is,
because to acquire the types of non-technical
skills that we have identified in Chapter 2
requires a mixture of both on-the-job work
experience and formal course work. Theskills

take longer to acquire, but at the same time,

they will not quickly become obsolete, and
should be thought of as an investment in the
future of the department. In Figure 4.5,
overleaf, welist the possible sourcesof training.
To providetheright mix of skills and knowledge,

a combination of on-the-job and formaltraining
will be required.

Improve motivation through
goal-setting and feedback

Few would disagree that motivation and
performance can be improved when employees
are clear about the workthat needs to be done,
and are challenged byit. This is certainly valid
in the case of systems staff who have a high
growth-need strength.

Research conducted by Robert Zawacki and
Daniel Couger in 1980 demonstrated the
importance of goal-setting as a motivator for
systems people. They based their research on
the hypothesis that productive people are

satisfied , and went on to demonstrate that they
were correct. As Robert Zawackisaid of systems

They want goals, they want deadlines,
staff,
and when they come in on time and under
budget, they feel good.

Certainly, our own research has revealed this
to be true. By analysing the data gathered as
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part of Butler Cox s Productivity Enhancement
Programme (PEP), we found that systems

departments with formal procedures for regularly setting goals and appraising performance
achieve development productivity improve-

ments. One PEP memberwith an exceptionally
high productivity rating takes goal-setting very

seriously. As productive people are motivated
people, the message seems clear
goal-setting

increases motivation.

Goals should be objective and measurable

The key to success in goal-settingis that goals

are objectively defined and measured. An
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example of this is found at Security Pacific
Automation Company, the California-based data
processing arm of Security Pacific Corporation,
a bank holding company. As part of a manage-

ment-by-results programme, the company introduced commitment planning , to motivate and
reward people for achievingtheresults specified

in their service-level agreements. A commitment plan defined what each employee will
accomplish during a specified time period, the
different levels of performance that the

employee can achieve, and the ways in which

performance will be measured. The plan
is
negotiated between the employee andhis or her

manager.
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For example, a financial-management commitment might be to reduce spending, where an
excellent rating would meanbeing5 per cent
under budget, above average would mean
3 per cent under budget, average would be on

budget, and

unsatisfactory

would be over

budget. A few years ago, managementfelt that

the bank was not promoting enough employees

from within. Managers were then measured on
the percentage of job vacancies theyfilled with
bank employees. Excellent was defined as
filling 90 per cent of vacancies from within,
above average was 85 percent, and so on.

systems analysts. Each work assignmentis

formally appraised upon completion, and the
appraisal is sent to the human-resources
manager. This work-assignment and appraisal
procedure takes place outside the six-monthly
and annual formal appraisals, which are concerned with training requirements, salary

reviews, and career development.

Reward achievement with

performance-related pay

IBM in Australia has staff-turnover objectives
written into the performance objectives of

Research has shown that employee incentives,
if carefully and fairly administered, can play a
significant role in motivating staff, because they

staff turnover was 8.9 per cent andits objective

staff for work well done. If they are paid in a

every line manager from the Chief Executive
down. In 1988, IBM Australia s actual rate of
for 1989 is 6 per cent. Nothing could be more
objective and measurable than that.
Rapid feedback on performance
is critical

Robert Zawacki and Daniel Couger found that
timely feedback on performance wascritical to
using goal-setting successfully as a motivator.
Jobs that enable the individual to obtain feedback naturally and quickly from the work are
intrinsically more motivating than jobs in which
feedback is delayed. The nature of most systems
work is such that a system designer, for
example, may not know for several months

whether the design of a system is goodor bad.

Systems managers therefore need to find alternative ways of providing systematic and timely
performance feedbackto their staff. The easiest
option is to link the feedback process to the
annual appraisal scheme, as most organisations
already have these schemesin place. However,
at all but the mostsenior level, annual appraisals
are probably not frequent enough. Several of
the participants in the Australian study we
spoke of are movingto quarterly appraisals. The
objective is to provide continuous feedback on
performance and achievement.

serve as a meansof recognising and rewarding
timely manner, they will also reinforce the goalsetting procedure discussed above.
On its own, salary is not a motivator

Several Foundation members have foundthat
more job offers are declined for salary reasons
than for any other. Organisations in the public
sector, with less flexible salary schemes, have
usually experienced a greatly increased rate of

turnover whentheir salaries fall significantly

below private-sector rates. Nevertheless, there
is no evidence that high pay, while attracting
recruits, can motivate staff and reduce turnover
rates.
The status of pay as a hygiene factor rather
than a positive motivator was stated in the

1960s by Frederick Herzberg, Distinguished

Professor of Management at the University of
Utah. Certainly, no research that has been
conductedsince has beenable to prove other-

wise. Cor Alberts, a divisional director from CAP

altogether. Another PEP member with a high

Gemini in the Netherlands, put it this way at
arecent conference on recruiting and retaining
information technology staff: IT staff want to
develop and they want to have new challenges
and to learn new things. The growth is important andthesalary is only a yardstick, at least
in the Netherlands. Thesalary is questioned
because they need to get enough in comparison
to other people in the IT profession, or in the
companyitself .

for programmers, and 30 to 40 days of work for

Robert Zawacki explained that the money issue
is not how much systems staff earn, but is

The most satisfactory results, however, are
achieved by moving the processof goal-setting
and feedback outside the appraisal system

productivity rating prepares work-assignment

briefings to cover the next 10 to 20 days of work
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concerned more with equity vis-a-vis their

perceived reference group (ouritalics). In other
words, salary is the device whereby employees
measure the comparative value that different
employers put ontheir skills. But Zawacki went
on to explain,
The foundation is the money,
and the job is the home you put on that
foundation, but once the foundation is solid,
they [systems staff] want something else

meaningful work . The message is very clear
it is essential to pay market rates, but when

staff have achieved parity with, or even an

advantage over, their reference group, salary

alone does not motivate them.

Performance-related pay is a motivator

Bonus schemes have been used for years as a

productivity incentive for blue-collar workers.
There is now increasing evidence that performance-related payis beginning to be used
as a means of attracting senior managers in
industries where competition for good people
is fierce, and can now account for as much as
20 percent of total remuneration. Whereit is
applied more widely, however, performancerelated pay does reducestaff-turnover rates.
There are three basic types
share options,
results-related bonuses (often based on profitability), and individual merit pay.

Share options

Share-based schemes (which are usually based
on an option to purchase shares in the future
at a predetermined price) are not normally
directly performance-related because share
values are subject to all kinds of market

pressures. These types of schemes are not, of
course, available to public-sector organisations,

and neither are they underthe direct control
of the systems department. Nevertheless, where
share-option schemes do exist, as many
employees as possible should be encouraged to
Join because they tend to generate loyalty to the

company.

Results-related bonus

These can be organised at group (for example,

project-team), department, or company level.
At the project-team level, performance/delivery
objectives are set at the beginningof the project,
and bonusesare paid at the end, to an agreed

formula, if the objectives are met. Departmental
and company-level bonuses are similar in
concept, but are usually based on criteria such
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as profitability. They are typically awarded
separately from normalsalary reviews, depend
on how well the companyperforms, and are

paid annually. Such schemes are not common

in non-profit-making organisations whereit is
much more difficult to set performance
objectives.

The Australian study of staff-turnover rates
showed, however, that once bonuses areintroduced, they can becomeinstitutionalised to such
an extent that the company cannot remove
them, evenin bad times, andthis considerably
reduces their motivational impact. The study

also revealed that the motivating impact ofall
bonuses falls as their relationship to the
individual s performance becomesless direct.

Individual merit pay

Merit pay is an individual award, paid to
an agreed formula, for meeting pre-agreed
standards of performance. It is highly motivating because it is directly related to individual
performance. Whileit can be divisive, and it can
be demotivating for the poor performer, it

works well for the majority of employees.

Thelessons that companies have foundto be the

most importantto the success of a performancerelated pay scheme arethat:

The incentives must be paid in a timely

manner, andbe linkedto short-term goals.
The performance payment must be kept
separate from normal salary payments.

Payments must not be awarded as a matter

of course; they must be related to
measurable performance objectives and not
awarded for averageresults.

The goals set for performance must be

mutually agreed andrealistic.

In this chapter, we have described the four

actions that we believe systems managers can
take that will result in lower staff turnover and

increased productivity
to manage the career
developmentof their staff, to provide appropriate education, to set goals, and to introduce
performance-related rewards. Systems managers
are well aware, however, that staffing the
systems function is not just a matter of motivating, developing, and rewarding in-house

staff. However well they do this, there will

always be occasions when the use of external
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Developing, motivating, and rewarding staff

resources (outsourcing) is the best way of

providing the business with efficient and

responsive systems in a timely manner. While
outsourcing undoubtedly provides a valuable

source of skills, it does not relieve the systems
manager of his management responsibilities.
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The task of ensuring that the business is well
servedis just as critical, whether the service is

providedby in-housestaff or by contract staff
employed by computer-services suppliers. The
management issues arising from the use of

external resourcesare the subject of Chapter 5.
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As we haveseen throughoutthe earlier chapters
of this report, systemsdirectors are being asked
to provide a prompt andcost-effective service
to an increasingly demandingand cost-conscious

group of customers. We have also seen how

their ability to deliver this service is constrained
moreby staffing issues than by technology. One
of the options that systems directors should
consider in their efforts to maintain an accept-

able level of service to their customersis to draw
on resources outside their own organisations,

in particular by using contract staff who are
employed by computer-services companies.

Our research revealed that the number of
contract staff employed at the present time by
Foundation membersis approximately 10 per
cent of total development and operationalstaff.
A survey by Price Waterhouse involving 1,000
systems managers revealed that, where the
number of contract staff is less than 25 per cent
of total staff, increases of up to 10 per cent are
planned; if the number is above 25 per cent, the
planned increases are about 2 per cent. This
suggests that organisations are prepared to have
a maximum of around 30 percent of their staff
represented by contractors.

The computer-services market, which includes
systems-integration services, packaged software, and facilities management, has now
evolved to the stage where systems managers

can seriously consider using the services to
complement scarce in-house resources. Those

contemplating this option do, however, need to
be awareof the impact that the introduction of

contract staff into the organisation might have
on existing systemsstaff.

The computer-services industry
provides a range of services

The computer-services industry continues to
grow and mature in most countries, with a trend
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to higher-quality services, offered by fewer

suppliers. Statistics from the European Com-

puter Services Association, which represents

computer-services companies in 16 European
countries, reported revenue growth amongstits
membersof 20 per cent for 1988. Indications are
that this growth is set to continue.

As the industry has grown, it has also gone

through a periodof significant restructuring. We

expect that the industry will evolve to the stage

where it consists of three main sectors

systems-integration services, packaged soft-

ware, and facilities management. There will,

however, be considerable overlap between
these sectors, and a few suppliers will offerall
three types of service. The nature of each type

is described below.

Systems-integration services

Traditionally, the market for computerskills
wasvery fragmented. Systems managers were
faced with using contractors from different
suppliers and providing the project-management
resourcesto integrate them. Problems inevitably
arose over maintaining consistent quality. The
contractor market gained a bad reputation as

a result of these difficulties, which was not

helped by the body shopping attitude that
many suppliers adopted. Today s systemsintegration companies provide a coordinate
d
range of services which they offer in two main

ways:

By providing multiple skills. Few systems

projects rely on oneset ofskills. It is common
to find multiple hardware vendors, including
suppliers of communications products, software tools, and business applications,
involved in a single project. It is becoming

increasingly difficult and impractical for

systems managers to employ staff equipped

with all of the necessary skills. Systems
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integrators aim to fill this market niche by

The entry into this sector of some substantial
companies such as Andersen Consulting, part

Byproviding project-managementexpertise.

ing and consulting firm.

providing such skills, usually on a contract
basis.
In addition to providing specific technical
skills, suppliers will now take on responsibility for the project managementof contract

staff.

Packaged software

Today s suppliers of computer software pack-

ages typically specialise in specific industries,
rather than in specific hardware, andarelikely

to enhancethe service they offer by providing

industry-specific skills. Thus, in the distribution
field, Arthur Andersen provides a full consultancy service backed by technical support and
user training, via a specialist team, to support
its DCS/Logistics package. CAP, a memberof the
SEMA Group, a European software company,
has a specialist team to install and supportits
financial-consolidation package, MicroControl.
In both cases, the teams are led by business

professionals skilled in the area of package

application. This means that, for non-core applications, it is possible to buy the package and

install it without needing to involve internal

systemsstaff. For core applications, however,
systemsprofessionals will need to ensure that
the package conforms with the standardslaid
down for the software infrastructure.
Facilities management

Bothtraditional software houses and computer
bureaux have extendedtheir services to provide
what is now knownasfacilities management.
They have been joined by several new entrants
whosee the provision of these services as the
means of opening the way to providing other
systems services within an organisation. With
this type of service, a contractor takes full
managementandfinancial responsibility for the
whole, or a major part of, a systems function.
Usually, many of the in-house staff are transferred to the facilities management supplier.

At present, facilities management is a small
sector of the computer-services market, probably representing only 1 or 2 per cent of total
systems expenditure. It does, however, look set
to grow, driven by two factors:

The established trend towards decentralising
the systems function.
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of the worldwide Arthur Andersen account-

The services can be used to

complement in-house staff

Systems managers should consider using the
services offered by computer-services suppliers
in three particular circumstances
where they
are having to cope with peaksin the workload,
where they require highly specialist skills in a

multivendor environment, and where they can
delegate routine, or non-strategic tasks that

would otherwise divert skilled (and scarce)

in-housestaff from more important work.
Coping with workload peaks

The demandfor systemsskills will vary, and the
use of outside staff to complement a core of
permanentskills can makeit easier to cope with
workload peaks. At first sight, the cost of
employing contract staff may appear high,
particularly if their daily fee rate is compared

with the pro rata salary of a full-time employee.

However, once thefull costs of employing staff

are taken into account (health insurance, pen-

sions, recruitment, training, and so on), and the
numberof productive days in a year are consi-

dered, the cost of a contractor will usually be

only about 20 per cent more than the cost of
in-house staff. Many systems managerswill be
preparedto pay a 20 per cent premium to obtain
the staffing flexibility that enables them to meet

short-term demands.

Acquiring the skills for a
multivendor environment

Moreand morelarge organisations are moving
to multivendor environments, where they will
require more highly skilled staff to deal with
the complexities of integrating different technologies. Computer-services suppliers have recognised this need and are increasingly able to
supply a variety of skills that can, if necessary,
be brought together for a single project. Some
suppliers will also provide project managers to

oversee the work of numerousoutside suppliers.
The systems managerbenefits from dealing with
a single source of supply, and obtains consistent

quality. (The managementissuesassociated with
multivendor environments will be discussed in

the next Foundation Report.)
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Delegating routine tasks

Systems directors faced with difficulties in
recruiting staff are findingit increasingly attractive to employ externalstaff for routine, nonurgent work, which would divert in-house staff
from more important work. This approach might
be appropriate for certain types of software

maintenance, particularly where programs were

originally written in a language or for a machine
that is no longer used by the organisation. In this
situation, a computer-services supplier may be
able to provide staff with the relevant expertise.
Esso in Australia has subcontracted part of its
software maintenance work, and we expect to

see a growing trendin this direction.

The response of in-house staff

to the use of contractors
requires sensitive
management

Systemsdirectors will often find it difficult to
accept the need to call on the services of
contract staff and may not, therefore, pay
sufficient attention to managing the relationship

with them. In particular, the response of

internal systems staff to the use of outside
contractors must be very carefully managed.

Our research indicates that, in this context,

systemsdirectors have an important role to play

in three areas:

Identifying the projects that it is appropriate for contract staff to be involved in:
If systems staff perceive that all the
interesting work is going to outside contractors, they will very soon become
extremely demotivated. Systems directors
must take care to ensure that the projects
they contract out are not those that the
systems department is best equippedfor,
or those that in-house staff would be most

interested in working on.

Defining the terms of reference under
which contract staff are employed: The
respective roles of contractors and in-house
staff must be made very clear. Employee

relations can deteriorate very quickly, and

staff turnover increase dramatically if
contractors are asked to work alongside

in-house staff, either to provide some

specialist skill, or to be part of a project
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team, without their respective responsibilities being very clearly defined. Alternatively, systems directors might consider the

possibility of contracting out complete, self-

contained projects.

:

Ensuring that both parties learn from the
relationship: Both in-house staff and con-

tract staff can benefit from therelationship -

if systems directors are prepared to make
the effort to see that it happens. Clearly,
where contractors are brought in to provide
specialist skills, every effort should be made

to ensure that suchskills are transferred to

the permanentstaff. In-house staff may
also benefit by being given the responsibility, where appropriate, for supervising
contractors and acting as project managers.
This will give permanentstaff the opportu-

nity to develop general-management and

project-managementskills, and so expand

the scope of their own jobs.

Clearly, systems directors main preoccupation
will be with the responseof their own staff, but

it is important that they should not overlook the
needsof the contractstaff. They, too, need to

be motivated and managed. They should be
rapidly integrated into the culture of the
organisation
treated in the same way as
permanentstaff, included in company communications, and notleft to workin isolation.

Deriving benefits from the
use of packages depends
on having the right
mix of skills

In Report 69, Software Strategy, published in
May 1989, we discussed the merits of using
application packages. We concluded that packages would nearly always prove to be a better
investment, provided that they meet the
essential requirements of the application. We
described the emergence of soft packages,
whereit is possible to tailor the package to meet
the specific application requirements. We con-

cluded thatthis facility is likely to extend the
use of packagesstill further because it removes
oneof the major objections to them theirlack
of flexibility. Indeed, the potential benefits of

using packages are now so great that the
organisation s hardware-procurement policy
may need to be modified so that a particularly
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suitable package can be used. A major UKretail

chain, for example, changed from ICL to IBM
equipment for this reason. The change was
justified even though it was going to take two
years to retrain the 80 systemsstaff involved.

A package-led systems developmentpolicy for
core applications will, however, havesignificant
staffing implications for the systems function.
The systems manager will need to allocate
responsibility for defining application requirements and selecting packages, see that staff
have the appropriate negotiating and liaison

skills, ensure that responsibility for package

installation is allocated and that staff are
adequately equippedforthis role, and confirm
that staff can support and, where necessary,
enhance the selected packages. While the use
of packages will generally reduce the need for
in-house development staff, those who are

currently employed in conventional roles may

not be the best staff to move into the roles
associated with the use of packages. The new
roles require a different mix of skills, and place
greater emphasis on business, interpersonal, and
project-managementskills. The economic benefits to be derived from the use of packages
dependcritically on getting the right mix ofstaff
andskills.
Requirements definition

Thefirst, and mostcritical, stage in the successful use of packages is to define the business
requirements that a package has to satisfy.
Conventional developmentstaff are not typically very good at doing this because they usually
specify too much technical detail. In addition,
identifying the potential suppliers of packages
and preparing an invitation to tender require

Exploiting the computer-services market

of fit with the overall hardwareand software

infrastructure. The roles of users and the systems department in the various stages of the

selection process are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Clearly, it would be an advantage if the user
staff and the systemsstaff involved in package

selection had the mix of skills that we have
recommended elsewherein this report a good
knowledge and experience of both technology

and business applications.
Negotiating

Once the decision to use a particular package
has been made, it will be necessary to form a
list of the contractual arrangements for
acquiring the package. The package supplier will

have standard terms and conditions that define
the obligations of each party, but for large and

important contracts, it may be possible to vary

these. The systems manager should therefore
ensure that he or she understands the full

implications of the contractual obligations, and

it would be prudent to involve someone from
the legal department in these discussions. In

many organisations, however, the user department will be paying for the package and will
also, quite understandably, want to be party to
the negotiations.
Package installation

Regardless of how carefully the business
requirements were defined and the package was
Figure 5.1

The involvement of users and the systems

departmentin the selection of packages
varies at each stage of the process

different skills from those usually found among
developmentstaff. There will need to be a close

relationship (the partnership we have advocated

throughout this report) between users and the
systems department if this stage is to be

completed successfully.

Package selection

In the past, users have played only a small part
in evaluating and choosing application packages;
most decisions have been left to the systems
department. In today s business environment,
it is much morecritical for such decisions to be
a joint responsibility, balancing a package s

degree of fit with users needs, and its degree
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Stage

Define requirements
Identify the alternatives
Standardise the evaluation
Define the selection criteria
Evaluate the alternatives

Makethe decision

oe fe
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selected, and how successfully the negotiations
were conducted, the success of an application
package will dependontheskills of the implementation team. These skills will be very

different from those required to install bespoke

systems developed in-house. Installation of inhouse systemsis the culmination of a creative
development process, where the details and
idiosyncracies of the system are well known.
The staff involved are likely to be highly
motivated at the end of the development
process, and this carries through into the

installation phase.

This is not so for packages. Here, the team will
need to be multidisciplinary, bringing together
application skills, training skills, technical skills,
project-management skills, and businessprocedures skills. The team will also need to

include user managers whowill be responsible
for any organisational changes that have to be

made to accommodate the package. Figure 5.2

describes how a multidisciplinary team,
committed to the task of package implementation, might go about installing a particular
financial-consolidation package, MicroControl.

Support and enhancement

A recent survey in the United States revealed
that the average expenditure on software
Figure 5.2.

expected to increase to as muchas 90 per cent

by 1995, reflecting the increase in theinstalled
base of software, and particularly packages.

Despitethe increasing expenditure, and despite

the fact that supportinginstalled systems often

requires a higherlevelofskill than developing

new applications, most systems departments

pay insufficient attention to software support
and enhancement.

Systems managers need to changetheir attitude
towards support and enhancement. In particu-

lar, they should ensure that the status of the

job is elevated and thattheright type of person
is assigned to the work, particularly in an
environment where packages form thebasis of
a large part of the core applications portfolio and
where the prospect of moving onto real
development work no longerexists.

It should be possible to offload most, if not all,
of the maintenance work to the package

supplier. One Foundation member told us that,
for maintenance purposes, he treated the
standard package and the peripheral enhance-

ments differently. His staff were not permitted

to touch the standard elements (exceptto insert
amendments provided by the supplier); their

Theinstallation of MicroControl demands a multidisciplinary approach

MicroControlis a PC-based package used to consolidate the
managementandstatutory accountsof large groupsof
companies. The consolidationrules are built into the system,
including methodsof handling currency exchange, intercompanytrading, and multiple layers of sub-consolidation.
The system is parameter-driven. Duringinstallation, the
packageis customised toreflect a particular organisation s
structure, accounting periods, account codes, and
management: andfinancial-accounting reports.

Trainingin the useof the package takes one week and
subsequent customising of the software can be completed in
one to two man-months for an organisation consisting of 200
subsidiaries. This work is best done by an accountant or a
systems professionalwith extensive accounting experience.
In practice, most users of MicroControl haveidentified a new
role, that of the systems accountant.

Following customisation, theinstallation phase becomes

largely technical. Each reporting subsidiary has a personal
computerthat runs MicroControl andthatcollects financial
data, whichit transmits to a central personal computer. The
central personal computeris usually LAN-basedto allow for
multi-user workingin the centre of the organisation. It can
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support and enhancement was 51 per cent of

the total software budget. This proportion is

take onedaypersite toinstall the package, anda similar
amountoftime (excluding travel) to establish the
communicationfacilities. The skills required during the implementation stage are:
Financial, to liaise with users on the application.
Training, to train usersin the subsidiary companies.
Local area networking, to establish a central networking
facility.

Wide-area networking, to establish the links between
subsidiaries and the centre.

Personal computing, to load andinstall software on the
subsidiaries PCs.
Knowledge about MicroControl, to deal with queries
arising from the subsidiaries duringinstallation.

MicroControlis marketed worldwide, andall agentsfor the
productwill provide assistance and trainingin all of these

areas. However, most organisations have found that they

needto create their ownteam toinstall MicroControl. They
insist that the composition of this team should be very
carefully planned to ensure the right mix ofpersonalities, and
business andtechnical skills.
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responsibilities were to modify and support the
customised periphery. Staff workingin this area

will need to be skilled in interpersonal
communication and problem solving. They must
also be flexible and patient, and must have

experience both of the computer technology
used and of the main business areas in which
the package will be used.

There is a case for facilities
management but the
staffing implications
are significant

Suppliers of facilities-management services are
aware that they are generally perceived as a
threat by systemsdirectors but claim that they
can provide a higher level of service at a lower
price. They have won somesignificant contracts
as a result. Users have found that employing
facilities-management companies provides them
with three main types of benefits.

First, the use offacilities-managementservices

can insulate systems departments from the skills

shortage. Facilities-management suppliers have
found that the skills shortage is a powerful

argument in marketing their services both to

government bodies and the private sector.
Government bodies have foundit particularly

difficult to attract systems staff because of the

constraints imposedby their salary scales. Using
facilitiesmanagement services has enabled

them to get around these constraints by trans-

ferring their systems staff to the service supplier

and buying services back. In the private sector,
facilities-management services have proved
extremely useful when companies haverelocated to areas where it has beendifficult to recruit

the full staff complement. Hoover, a major

white-goods manufacturer in the United King-

dom, retained the strategic-management and
business-analyst functions when it relocated,
but contracted out responsibility for operational
and development services to a facilitiesmanagement supplier.

The second benefit of using facilities-managementservices is that they can help to cope with
organisational and technical change. Periods of

organisational upheaval often create a climate
of uncertainty in the systems department, as

they do elsewhere in the organisation. A
European manufacturing company that we met

E
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during our research had undergone tremendous
organisational change. Following several acquis-

itions, the company wassignificantly restruc-

tured. It saw facilities managementas a way of

enabling the company to pursue its strategy
without having to devotea lot of attention to
the evolution and developmentofits information systems. At a time when a systems department is involved in the development of new

systems, suppliers of facilities-management

services canalso play a useful role in taking over

the responsibility for staff, hardware, and
service provision for the old systems that are

in the processof being replaced, leaving the user
organisation free to concentrate on the
development work.

Thethird benefit is that facilities management
can provide price predictability. This is the
major advantage claimed by facilities-management suppliers. It is a seductive claim, but in
practice, price predictability is likely to be a real
benefit only whentheservices provided change
very little from what was specified in the
original contract. Systems environments do not
stay static, however. The contractual terms of
facilities-managementsuppliers, while allowing
for change, usually specify a cost-plus charging
basis.

Whateverthe benefits to be derived, all facili-

ties-management contracts will have staffing
implications because giving a service provider
full managementandfinancial responsibility for
all or part of a systems function will often
involve transferring staff to the supplier, and
it is these staff who, at least initially, will
continue to provide the service.

Transferring staff as part of a facilities-managementdeal is probably the most difficult part of
the process for the systemsdirector. While the
supplier will offer the promise of improved
career prospects, there will inevitably be a

period when staff will be unsettled and

apprehensive. The decision on whoto transfer
will be based on the service that the supplier
is going to provide. Systems directors can
smooth the transfer process by being
supportive, open, and constructive in their

dealings with all thestaff likely to be affected.

Once some systemsstaff have been transferred
to the facilities-management company, those
remaining in the systems function may perceive
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their career opportunities in the depleted group
as being ratherlimited. Staff turnoveris likely
to increase as a result. Systems directors will
need to re-establish a positive team spirit, by

recruiting staff for the new environment as

quickly as possible, and makingcleartoall staff
the rationale for using facilities management.
It is essential that a good workingrelationship
be established between the in-housestaff and
the facilities-management supplier.

Wehave shownin this chapter how the computer-services industry has developed to the stage
whereit can now offer Foundation members an
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established range of services that are a viable

option to the useof in-house staff, and thatwill
play a greater role in the future as the
competition for staff continues to intensify.

The use of computer-services suppliers does
not, however, relieve systems directors of their
obligation to manage. All those who contribute
to the business, whether permanent staff

or contractors of one sort or another, need
leadership, a framework in which to function,

and an understanding of the role that they

are playingin the business as a whole. It is these
aspects of managing staff that are the subject

of Chapter 6.
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Creating an environment in which

staff will excel

In the earlier chapters of this report, we con-

sidered various steps that systems directors

might take to prepare for the more demanding
role that the systems function will have to play

in the future. From an examination of best

practice in the industry, we have provided

practical advice on defining the new roles of

those involved in providing a systems service
to the business, introducing more effective

methods of human-resources planning and

recruiting, offering better opportunities for
career development, introducing payment
schemes that are more closely allied to performance, and using external resources where
such an option is appropriate. These recommendations cannot, however, be successfully
implemented in isolation. They need to be
complemented by a management style that

encourages and motivates staff to perform to
the best of their abilities.

Every organisation has access to the same
resources, in termsof the technology, the tools,
and the people it requires to run its systems.
Yet, there are enormous differences in the
performance of systems departments. Pro-

ductivity varies greatly, staff turnover varies

greatly, and perhaps more importantly, the
standing of the systems department within the
organisation varies greatly. These discrepancies
can all be traced back to the way in whichstaff
are managed, andit is this, more than any other
factor, that distinguishes the really successful
systems department from the less successful

one.

The onus is on management to create an

environment in which systems staff will excel,
and thereby make a greater contribution to the

success of the business. The managementstyle
required to create such an environment was

highlighted by Tom Peters and Robert
Waterman in In Search of Excellence, where

©
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they set out to identify the factors that
distinguish really successful companies. They
showed that, although modern management
tools and techniques (such as management by
objectives and quality circles) are useful, they
do not guarantee success. Peters and Waterman
believe that the secret of successis to create an
environment where people, not investments in
capital equipment, are seen as the primary asset
of the business.

The waysof achieving this are often described
in terms such as
management by walking
about ,
open-door management , and caring
for the whole person . Regardless of the terminology used, the aim is to create an environment
that is people-oriented , where thereis a strong
esprit de corps. In such an environment, staff
will feel part of a team with commonobjectives,

but at the same time, know thattheir individual
efforts will be appreciated and acknowledged.

We have identified three aspects of staff
management that warrantparticular attention
if the environment in the systems department

is to be one in whichstaff can excel

adopting

an appropriatestyle of leadership, ensuring that
the systems function is structured to support

efficient and effective operation, and aligning

the work of the department with the changing
needs of the business.

Adopt an appropriate style

of leadership

Keeping people highly motivated and productive is, aboveall, a question of leadership.
As the role of the systems department becomes
more complex, different styles of leadership will
be acceptable, and indeed, appropriate, depending on the nature of the work environment and
the role of the systems function within it. In the

systems area, however, staff have traditionally
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been promoted into management positions on
the basis of their technical skills, and the new
responsibilities being placed on them as the

systems department becomes more closely
aligned with the business are not necessarily
those that they are best qualified to take on. Far

more attention should be paid to potential

management capability, and systems staff
should have theseskills developed before they

assume managementresponsibilities. Others will
continue to make better use of their skills in
non-managerial roles.

The style of leadership will depend upon
the work environment and the role of
the systems department

In Managingfor Excellence, David Bradford and
Allan Cohen defined three leadership styles

the technician, the conductor and the developer. Each maybe appropriatein particular

and control. It is therefore a good style of
management when many independent subordinates mustbe pulled together, particularly
if the alternative is that personal priorities

would otherwise dominate. The main disadvantageof this style of leadership is that the
manager is responsible for all coordination.
Subordinates do not develop widerskills, and

where interdependencies exist between team
members, the manageris called upon to provide

the mechanism for interaction.

The developer style of leadership is akin to the

role of a sport s team coach. The manager s role

is to combineinspirational direction-setting with
demandsfor high performance. This is done by
Figure 6.1

circumstances, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Often, though, the best solution will be a
mixture of all three.

The technician style of leadership is where the
manageris given authority by virtue of his or
her technical knowledge

the manageris then

in a position to tell others what to do and how

to do it. Information is usually passed up to the

leader in a one-to-one relationship, and control
and direction is then passed down. Although the

focus is on technology rather than people, this
style can be appropriate in situations where
greater knowledgein the manageris desirable,
suchas in training subordinates, or dealing with
an emergency. However, the technician style
of leadership can be very inflexible, with the
direction given to staff depending on the
knowledge of the manager. In times of slow
technical development, this may be acceptable.
At othertimes, it will inhibit progress. The main
limitation of this managementstyle is that it can
undermine subordinates, who will be closely
supervised, and required to perform within the

constraints of tightly controlled tasks.

The conductorstyle of leadership gets its name
from its similarity to the role of a conductor of
an orchestra. This style provides subordinates
with a greater degree of autonomy than the
technician style, with the subordinate activity
coordinated by the conductor manager. The
manager is now removedfrom technical work.
He or she is concerned, instead, with planning
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The relevance of leadershipstyles will
depend upon the work environment
Leadership style

Subordinates work
independently

The commitment of
subordinates is not
needed for success

Subordinatesdo

complex tasks

v

9

v

coordination
The environm
changing
Subordinates have a
high level of technical

v

v

knowledge

The commitmentof

subordinates is

necessary for
excellence

v

¥ Indicates the situation where the particular leadership
style is appropriate

(Source: David Bradford and Allan Cohen. Managing for
Excellence. London: Wiley, 1984.)
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being supportive, and passing on knowledge
that helps the subordinate grow. Initiative is
encouraged through an openandparticipative
leadership style. Camplex tasks are tackled by
a multidisciplinary approach in whichindividual

performance through the use of information
technology. The business-support role requires

task with this leadership style is to build a team
in which common objectives are shared and

with implementing well-defined technical
solutions via a team of skilled technicalstaff.
Figure 6.3 showsthat a purely technician style
of leadership is inappropriate for the managementof systemsstaff. It does nothingto satisfy

task objectives are secondary to common departmental objectives. The main management

organisational and individual needs can be
reconciled.

Subordinates

are

continuously

exposed to demandsto developtheir skills and
rectify their weaknesses as part of their job,

making it a particularly relevant management
style for working environments that are subject
to rapid change. Above all else, with this
management style, there is always a strong
emphasis on the worth of people. It is therefore
a good example of a people-oriented style.
Figure 6.2 describes the experience of a German
company that has successfully adopted this
approach to managing its staff.
During our research, we found examples of
systems managers practising each of these styles
of leadership. However, we found little evidence of an understanding of when each would
be most relevant. In Figure 6.3, we show how
the different leadership styles relate to the four
main roles for the systems function that are
described in Chapter 2. The developer style of
management will be quite appropriate for the
pusiness-services role. In this role, innovation
is to be encouraged and staff are expected

to challenge conventional wisdom and to seek
novel ways
Figure 6.2

of

enhancing

organisational

a combination of the developer and conductor

styles of leadership. The conductor style is
predominantin the development-support role,

and will also be appropriate for the technicalservices role, where managementis concerned

the high growth-need strength of systemsstaff,

and is likely to lead to high rates of staff
turnover.
Figure 6.3

Each of the roles of the systems departmentwill tend to favour a certain style

of leadership

Leadership style

Role of the systems
department

Technical services
Development support

eee
irae

Business support
Business services

its open, innovative
A German chemical company attributes its commendable staff-retention record to

managementstyle

Henkel

Henkel, a German chemical company thatis still owned

by the Henkel family, employs about 220 systemsstaff,
and in recent years, has had a deliberate policy of
widening the skills of those staff. Henkel uses development
fools, but told us that this was not the main reason forits
success in increasing development-staff productivity and
retention. The company attributesits successin this area
to the way in which people are treated, which is based on
an open, innovative management style and an emphasis
onindividual training and development. Henkelbelieves
that staff efficiency depends on whether people feel good
in their working environment, which implies the removal of
all formal and impersonal managementpractices. All staff
are encouragedto take part in decision-making, through
regular reviews of team and departmental performance at
which overall strategy and direction is formulated.
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Staff are recruited from schools and universities, but in
both cases, can expect further training and development
at Henkel. In the case of schoolleavers, this involves a
six-year development programme. recentinnovation is
the junior-management development programme (which
was described in Chapter 4). This programme has been
running for about three years and is extremely successful
becauseit provides a high level of motivation, even
amongst those not taking part. The latter are motivated
because they know that they can apply to go onto the
development programmeif they wish.

Henkel has a particularly enviable staff-retention record
(turnover has been about one percent for the past few
years). The companyattributesthis to the people-oriented
managementstyle that is the primary focus of the systems

management team.
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Leadership skills need to be
assessed and developed

The tendency in the past to promotestaff to

systems-management positions on the basis of
their technical ability means that systemsstaff
frequently havelittle regard for the managementskills of their superiors. Systems managementis not a role for which all technical staff
are naturally suited. There is a growing
emphasis on the ability to manage people, for
which an open, participative style is required,
and where responsibility and authority are
delegated, and the characteristics required to
be a good managerof people are not necessarily
indicated by good technical performance.

There is therefore a need to identify those
systems staff with the potential to pursue
careers in managementand train and develop
them accordingly. As we have already explained
in Chapter 4, this training and development
should be part of an ongoing career-development programme, not something thatis offered
once a staff member has been promoted to a
management position.

Assess the appropriateness of
the organisation structure

In the future, the systems departmentwill need
to be organised differently to cope with its
changingrole and responsibilities. A great deal

of managementattention is now being directed

to the reorganisation of the systems function.
Notall of this effort, however, is being directed
at creating the organisation structure that will
ensure the mostefficient and effective support
for the business. Many systems departments are
reorganised in response to pressure from dissatisfied users, who demand that their most
pressing problems be solved as quickly as

possible. In such cases, the underlying cause of

the problemis often an inappropriate leadership
style set by the systems management team, and
such re-organisations will solve nothing in the
longer term.

Otherrestructuring is taking place in response
to the diverse business and technological pressures that influence systems strategy. Re-

structuring has occurred on the basis of
technology areas, business products, type of
information technology service, and corporate
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management style (particularly whether to
centralise or decentralise). In manycases, this

type of changecanbe beneficial, but it can often
be short-term and divert managementattention

from otherissues associated with staff manage-

ment. Those organisations that have successfully restructured havepaid close attention
to two issues that can greatly influence staff
motivation and performance
span of control,
and unit and team structure.
Span of control

Span of control (that is, the numberofstaff

controlled by an individual manager) is a
complexissue. Thereis no ideal span of control,
although in many systems departments, there
wouldbe virtue in increasing it. Many layers of
management have been created simply as a
meansof providing a so-called career structure
hierarchy up whichstaff may be promoted.
With each manager controlling a small number
of staff, the organisation structure becomes
deeperandless flexible, communication, both

vertically and horizontally, becomes difficult,

and motivation levels decrease because a large

proportion of the workforce findsitself hidden
under more and more management layers.

Apart from theskill of an individual manager,
and the experience of those being managed,
thereare four factors that influence the decision
on the appropriate span of control:

Complexity: The greater the complexity of
the work being supervised, the narrower
will be the span of control.

Variety: Only a situation of constant change
requires a high level of management
attention and a narrow spanof control.

Skills mix: The extent to which the skills
vary within a manager s area of responsibility will determine the spanof control. A
limited number of skills implies a wider
span of control.

Structured activities: The degree to which

the tasks of subordinates can be structured
will influence the span of control, with
highly structured jobs lending themselves
to a wider span of control.

One way in which systems managers can

increase their span of controlis to delegate more
authority and responsibility to their staff. In
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Chapter 3, we referred to Robert Zawacki s

the unit, while allowing managementto develop

growth-need strength, and identified the desire
for autonomy as one of their personality
characteristics. Systems managers can meetthis
need for autonomyby delegating authority and
responsibility to self-managing units.

The optimum is determined by the way in which
people relate to each other, not by the technology currently being used for systems
development. Thus, future developments in
technology are unlikely to change the optimum
size for a developmentunit.

research into the characteristics of systems
staff. He found that systemsstaff have a high

One Foundation member had_ successfully

flattened his systems organisation in this way,
and considered that his systems department was
more flexible and responsive as a result.
Motivation had increased, although he was

having to work harder at career development.
He described his previous organisation structure
as multiple ladders
staff could aspire to
promotion on their particular ladder. With

fewer ladders, he was producing more allrounders by makinglateral career development
possible. The role of systems managementin this

structure was to coordinate the activities of

largely self-managing teams, created to carry
out a particular task and existing only until that
task was complete.

Weentirely support the principle of flatter
organisation structures. Hierarchical structures
are more suited to an environment where
management s role is to control. Management s
role in the systems functionis to developstaff,
to coordinate effort, and through resources
planning, to support the business. Flatter
organisations with wider spans of control and

a developer style of leadership will become far
more appropriate.

Unit and team structure

In recent years, many large organisations have
restructured a large centralised systems departmentto create units of a manageable size. One

Foundation member who had restructured in

this way describedit as creating organisational

villages with thefacilities of cities . Large units
are difficult to manage, difficult for staff to

relate to, and have a tendency to become
bureaucratic andineffective. On the other hand,
very small systems departments are unable to
attract and retain staff or to provide the range

of services required by the business.

A unit of around 50 staff appears to be the
optimum size. This size of unit allows people to

relate, on a personalbasis, to other members of
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a commitment to shared objectives and values.

Noble Lowndes, a UKfinancialinstitution, told

us that it attributed its low staff turnover and

high staff motivation to having a systems
department of only 50 people. As part of the
larger TSB Group, Noble Lowndesis able to be
self supporting and yet call on other autonomous units within the TSB Group forspecialist

skills. Within this structure, management and
staff can relate to one another, objectives are

shared, and nobody ends upas a small fish in
a big sea .

At the other end of the spectrum, British Air-

ways employs around 2,000 IT staff, but has

deliberately divided them into manageable

units. The 750 development staff are divided

into business centres of between 20 and 120

people, the precise number depending on which
airline department is being supported. Each
business centre has a close relationship with its
users, and usually has between four and six
project teams (although this can be as few as
two, or as many as eight). Each team has a
project manager and between twoand 20 staff,
depending on the size and complexity of the
project. By combining an increase in the span
of control with delegation of responsibility to
self-managing teams, British Airways has

achieved high levels of staff motivation and

retention, despite the difficulties associated
with managing such a large systems department.

Research carried out for the Butler Cox

Productivity Enhancement Programme (PEP)
has shown that the productivity (measured in
terms of the efficiency with which program
code is created) of the best and the worst
software development teams can vary by a

factor of up to 11. This is a high price to pay

for failing to attend to the management of

teams. Systems managers should therefore pay

careful attention to the following five points
highlighted by the PEP research:

Team size: A team size of five or six is
ideal in terms of defining and allocating
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responsibility and accountability, ensuring
communication between team members,

and improving staff commitment and
involvement.

Team skills: Particularly at the early stages
of a project, when team members are
involved in non-routine work, teams
benefit from a mix of skills and personalities. Generalist skills can be used to
complement specialist skills. Dissimilar
personalities will work better at the
problem-solving stage of a project because

each will stimulate the thinking of the

other.

Team selection:

The ability of team

members to form closely knit working unit
will increase productivity. One method of
ensuring a high degree of team cohesionis
to allow team membership to be decided by
the team members themselves. This
approachis notsuitable for selecting team
members at the problem-solving stage,
however, becauseit is unlikely to lead to
the optimum mix of personalities.

Team leader: The primaryrole of the team

leaderis to influence, assist, and motivate
team members, and the productivity of the
team is morelikely to be influenced by the
leader s ability to do this than byhis or her
technical ability.

Team composition: Several Foundation
members deliberately move their staff
between teams. The injection of new blood
has a motivating effect on staff and
enhances team productivity. Rotating staff
in this way also increases the job interest
and skills of the individuals concerned.

Ensure that the systems
department serves the
needs of the business
In Chapter 2, we described how the roles and
responsibilities of the systems department are

undergoing fundamental change. These changes

mean thatit is no longer appropriate for systems
managers to preoccupy themselves purely with

technical matters. A wider business-oriented

focus is now required.

Systems managersarestill too
preoccupied with technology

Thetraditional emphasis on technically oriented

jobs in the systems departmentis increasingly
being replaced by the needto provide businessoriented support and to work in partnership
with the user community. Development and
other technical roles will, of course, continue

to exist, but as tools automate much of the

work, more non-systemsstaff will be involved
in these traditional areas of systems work. We
have argued that systems management must
take account of this change and become more

creative in terms of recruiting and retaining

staff. Unfortunately, the background of many

systems managers means that they still seek job
satisfaction in technical areas, and regard staff-

managementissues as less important. This is

hardly surprising because, as Robert Zawacki s

research showed, technically oriented systems

staff have a low need for social contact and

simply do not see the needto relate to other
people.

A technically focused systems departmentwill
generally be inward-looking. Clearly, systems
directors are responsible for managing the
investmentthat their organisations have made

in technology, but they must recognise that

successin using IT increasingly comes not from
the equipmentand software, but from the way
in which it is used. This requires strong
leadership from the systems director, who must
be able to motivate his or herstaff to perform
in the mostefficient and effective way.
Systems managers must take a broader
business-oriented view

Ciba-Geigy in Italy has experienced just sucha

shift in focus. During the 1980s, this organisation has moved its systems department away
from the conventional operations and develop-

mentrole to a consultancy and innovation role.

Thetraditional functions have not disappeared,
however. Therole of the systems department

has beenstrengthened by the fact that it now

worksin a partnership with user departments,

whereits role is planning for and organising the

application of IT. The emphasis is on developing

peopleto ensure that systems opportunities can

be exploited. Innovation is encouraged and

success is measured, not in technical terms, but

by the extent to which support is provided for

the business.

FOUNDATION
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Most systemsdirectors realise that their depart-

ments should broadentheir focus to encompass

business as well as technicalissues. Thereis less
agreement about how this should be achieved.
Wehaveidentified three areas which warrant

greaterattention from systems management
being involved with the business, putting the

customer first, and attending to emerging
systems priorities. Each is fundamental, each
requires a broader perspective,
involves a people-orientation.

and

each

Being involved with the business
In Chapter 2, we distinguished between core
and non-core applications development, and
suggested that systems managers responsibilities were increasingly being defined in terms of
managing core applications. Core systemsexploit
IT and providethe infrastructure on which user
departments can build their own applications.
It follows that investment in core systems in-

volves business risk. To take responsibility for

this business risk, systems directors will need a

thorough understanding of, and empathy with,

business strategy and processes. They can acquire
this only through a close working relationship
with senior executives. One Foundation member
told us that he had been promoted and was now
eligible to dine in the directors dining room.
However, he rarely went because he found that
he and the other directors had
nothing in
common to talk about . We believe that by
taking this attitude, he is missing a vital opportunity to widen the focus both of his department

and of his understanding of the business.

Putting the customerfirst
Thetechnically oriented systems department can
easily lapse into a mood of comfortable
indifference to customer needs. As we pointed
out in Report 66, Marketing the Systems
Department, this is an inappropriate position to
take, because user departments are increasingly
able to provide their own systemssolutions,
either directly or through third-party suppliers.
Systems directors should encourage a marketing
attitude so that the entire systems department
(and staff) becomes market-driven. Managing all
aspects of the communication between the

departmentandits customers , through which
a partnership develops with user departments,
should be an overriding priority.
Attending to emerging systems priorities

To ensure that the systems departmentis in the
best position to manage the organisation s
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investments in hardware and software, the main
priorities for the systems director to attend to

are:

Setting policies and standards. Devolution
of the responsibility for application
developmentis a firmly established trend.

Systemsdirectors have the opportunity (and

the responsibility) to ensure that IT
permeates the organisation in a coordinated

manner by setting standards andpolicies,

and ensuring that they are adhered to
throughout the organisation.
Systems integration. For most organisations,

it is impractical and unrealistic to expect to

maintain a single-vendor computing
environment. Outward-looking systems
directors are recognising this, and are
ensuring that they are in a position to
provide both support and development
services for the emerging multivendor
environments. (In the next Foundation
Report, we shall consider further the issues
associated with managing multivendor
environments.)

Using subcontractors. The traditional, in-

wardly focused systems department may
have been reluctant to use subcontractors.
The outward focus requires greater ob-

jectivity and a willingness to use the most
appropriate resources to provide the systems
services required by the business.

Gaining knowledge about business
opportunities. The role of the systems
departmentis to act as a catalyst by seeking
opportunities to enhance business performance through the exploitation of
information technology. This role cannot be
performedbyisolating the department from

the rest of the business. Instead, it requires
the highest levels of interpersonal com-

munication skills, persuasion, and tenacity,
combined with technical and commercial

awareness.

Transferring relevant technical skills to

users. The outward-looking systems department will recognise that business units are
increasingly willing and able to develop their
own non-core applications, and will realise
that encouraging this trend will strengthen
its partnership with the user community.
User involvement should be perceived not
as athreat, but as an opportunity. However,
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in orderto ensure that the systems department
is capable of successfully transferring the

relevant technical skills to users, the impli-

cations for systems staff must be attendedto.
Paramount amongst theseis the need to ensure

that systems staff receive the training that will

help them pass on the relevant skills in terms

that the users canrelate to.

In describing the need to refocus the systems
department s activities, we have implied that
this is the responsibility of the systems director.
Since change of this type is usually initiated
from the top of a department, the implication
is correct. The systems director must therefore
ensurethat the changes filter down through his
or her department. This can be facilitated by
appropriate recruitment and training policies.
The place to start, however, is with the

department s management team. Do they share
the same vision? Do they communicate this
effectively to their staff? Are they successful
in marketing the systems department andits
services to business users?
i

In this chapter, we havediscussed three aspects
of staff management
leadership style, the

organisation of the systems department, and the
focus of the systems department. Systems

directors who have attendedto these areas of
their responsibility have been able to create a

people-oriented environment that their staff
find motivating, challenging, and a pleasure to
workin. As a consequence, they are rewarded
with lower staff turnover, improved _productivity, and an enhanced standing in the eyes

of their customers.

Report conclusion

In this report, we have described the actions

that systems directors can taketo alleviate the
staffing difficulties being experienced by many

Foundation members. A checklist of the actions
is given in Figure 6.4.

There has always been a shortage of staff with

specific skills, and we have arguedthatthis will
continue to be the case. Systems directors are

also having to copewith theeffects of two other
trends

Figure 6.4

the demographic changes in the

population of most Western countries, which

means that there will be fewer young people

entering the job market, and the devolution
of
some systemsresponsibilities to business
units,
which changes both the numbers and the
mix

of skills needed in the systems department.

The short-term response of continuing to
pay
highersalaries is not working
staff-turnover
levels are a major impediment to the
productivity of many systems departments and
now

Checklist of actions that can be tak en to alleviate
the staffing difficulties being experienced
by many
Foundation members

Ensure that the respective roles and responsibilities of
systems anduser staff are clearly defined.
Link the systems staffing plan to the business plan,
paying more attention to personality factors and
flexibility in planning future staff requirements.

Widenthe sources of potential recruits and encourage
Staff transfers to and from business units.

Adopt a marketing approach when recruiting staff, and
improve the processof selecting candidates by making
greater use of personality tests. Do not delegate the
responsibility for recruiting to personnel specialists.
Payattention to matching job to the job holder's
aspirations.
Makeexplicit career-development opportunities
available for systemsstaff (particularly by providing
lateral development opportunities) and use training
to develop a strongerbusiness-orientation and

better managementskills throughout the systems
department.

Enhancethe levels of motivation in systems staff
by
using goal-setting and feedback techniques.

Motivate staff by adopting performance-related paymen
t

systems.

Use external services, wherethis is cost-justified,
to
complementinternalstaff resources. Ensure that
internal
Staff are equipped to manage and usethese servic
es
effectively.
Recognisethat the productivity and effectiveness of
the
systems function depend on the people-manag
ement

skills of the systems managementteam. Ensure that the

IT-managementteam is equipped to focus
on people
issues.

Attend to people issues by adopting a people-orien
ted
management style.
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threaten to affect the stability of businesses that

are more and more dependent on systems

support. Against this background, we recommendthat systemsdirectors urgently turn their
attention to staffing issues.

They must seek to minimise the inconvenience

caused by the shortage of skills and the high
rates of staff turnover by adopting alternative
methods of staffing the systems function, and
providing a working environmentin which staff
are encouraged to build a career. Business
changes do not make their task any easier, but
neither are they a justification for neglecting

© Butler Cox plc 1989
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this critical management obligation. Dealing

with staffing issues on a longer-term basis than

has been commonin the industry will demand

a great deal of management time and commitment.

Implementing theactionslisted in Figure 6.4 will
require a substantial investment of time and

effort, but the investment will be justified
if staff who are suited to the new demands
being made of the systems function can be

encouraged to build their careers in an
organisation while making a worthwhile

contribution to its success.
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The
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planning of information systems. Theyare, however,

written in astyle that makes them suitable to be read
The
both by line managers and functional managers.
management
key
defining
on
reports concentrate

issues andon offering advice and guidance on how and
when to address those issues.
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